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ABSTRACT 
 
Silicon photonics has gained more popularity in the last decade stimulated by a series of recent 
breakthroughs and attractive potential applications in the integrated-optics. One of the great 
challenges is to modify the silicon lattice so as to enhance the light emission properties. 
Moreover, by referring to Moore’s Law, there are concerns of the increase in interconnect time 
delay which can surpass the switching time if the gate length in transistors are continued to scale 
down. By implementing the silicon optical emitter on the integrated circuit, it will eliminate this 
major problem thus enhancing the performance and speed of the computer. This work will focus 
on researching the point defect especially the G-centre in silicon as a potential technique to emit 
coherent light from silicon. We have investigated and presented a new approach to incorporate 
high levels of the emissive G-centre peaking sharply at 1280 nm by implanting carbon and 
protons into the silicon lattice. Significantly this technique utilizes fully ULSI technology 
compatible processes such as ion implantation and high temperature annealing. 
 
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
techniques were used along with the photoluminescence measurement to correlate the optical and 
structural properties of the G-centre formed by the carbon implantation and high energy ion 
irradiation. The analysis reveals that the silicon interstitials generated after proton irradiation are 
an essential factor in forming the G-centre complex.  
 
We have also introduced the dislocation engineering technique into the silicon lattice with the G-
centre complexes. The results are promising and with optimization of the technique to introduce 
the dislocation loops into the G-centre technique, the temperature quenching problem often 
related to the optically active point-defect centre, may be solved. Electroluminescence (EL) 
measurements were carried out after the fabrication of the LED devices. Results from the sample 
with the G-centre luminescence is the most crucial as it shows that by using the proposed 
technique in this research, luminescence from silicon is indeed possible when electrically 
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pumped. This is an essential key result for the future research of the optically active point-defect 
especially the G-centre towards the possibility of an electrically pumped, efficient silicon laser. 
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GLOSSARY OF MAIN TERMS 
oC  : Degrees Celsius 
Al  : Aluminium 
As  : Arsenic 
A-si  : Amorphous silicon 
B  : Boron 
C  : Carbon 
CI  : Interstitial carbon  
Cs  : Substitutional carbon  
CMOS  : Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
CW  : Continuous wave 
DELED : Dislocation engineering 
EL  :  Electroluminescence 
ε  : Stopping cross-section in RBS 
Ea  : Activation energy 
Ec  : Lowest energy state of conduction band 
Ef  :  Energy of electron at the initial state  
Eg  :  Band gap energy 
Ei  :  Energy of electron at the final state 
Ev  : Highest energy state of valence band 
ev  : Electron-volt  
GaAs  : Gallium Arsenide 
H  : Hydrogen 
HF  : Hydrogen fluoride 
I  : Silicon self-interstitial 
IR  : Infrared 
hv  :  Photon energy (eV)   
k  : Boltzmann’s constant (8.62 x 10-5 eV/K) 
K  : Temperature in Kelvin  
KF  : Kinematic factor 
LED  : Light emitting device 
me  : Effective mass of electrons  
O  :  Oxygen 
PL  : Photoluminescence 
PS  : Porous silicon 
RBS  :  Rutherford backscattering 
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R  : Total path length 
Rp  : Average projected ion range 
Si  :  Silicon 
SiO2  : Silicon dioxide 
SOI  : Silicon-on-insulator 
SPER  : Solid phase epitaxial regrowth 
SRS  : Stimulated raman scattering 
TEM  : Transmission Electron Microscopy 
ULSI  : Ultra large-scale integration 
UV  : Ultraviolet 
ZPL  : Zero phonon line 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Silicon which is in the Group IV Periodic Table is without doubt the most common and 
important metalloid known to humankind. In industries, elemental silicon is the main component 
for most of the semiconductor devices, especially the usage of silicon to build and fabricate the 
integrated circuit. Si ULSI technology is the main drive for the exponential growth in Moore’s 
Law[1] and builds the foundation for the microelectronics industry. The wide use of silicon 
compared to other material in semiconductors such as germanium, is because it can be used at 
much higher temperatures.  
 
 
Figure 1-1 Energy-band structures of Si, where E is the energy bandgap. Plus signs (+) indicate holes in the 
valence band and minus signs (-) indicate electrons in the conduction bands [2]. 
 
Despite the silicon dominance in CMOS industry, it has a really bad reputation as an emitter in 
the optoelectronics field which usage includes the lasers that drive data through the optical fibers 
and countless LEDs that flash from video billboards, streetlights, etc. Silicon indirect bandgap 
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(Figure 1-1) nature makes the probability for radiative recombination low, thus causing a long e-
h radiative lifetime. As a consequence, fast non-radiative recombination routes dominate the 
slower radiative route in silicon material. Indeed, at room temperature, radiative emission in 
silicon is almost entirely absent. These explain why silicon is a poor light emitter and not 
favourable in optoelectronics technology. Nevertheless, in theory, the radiative emission can still 
be improved by preventing recombination via non-radiative routes.  
By referring to Moore's Law, the exponential growth in computer speed and power has caused 
the scaling down of the gate length of active transistors (in CMOS) which is now at the 22nm 
node. Figure 1-2 illustrate the percentage of delay cause by electron transport in metal 
interconnects as the gate length are scaled down. It is predicted that by scaling down the gate 
length of the transistor, the interconnect time delay (time taken for electrons moving in the metal 
interconnects) will dominate over the switching time (time taken for electrons performing as a 
useful function)[2]. In other words, as the transistor is made smaller, electrons spend longer time 
moving around the chip rather than doing anything functionally useful. The interconnect problem 
within the integrated circuits represents the crucial and imminent limit to the computer speed.  A 
possible solution is to integrate the use of optics with electronics by introducing optical data on 
chip at least for some functions such as the clock. The optimum solution will be to implement the 
optical emitter in Si itself, thereby extending the reach of CMOS technology[2]. 
 
Figure 1-2 Illustration of the increasing percentage of delay time cause by electron transport in the metal 
interconnects between transistors by scaling down the gate length[2].  
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Furthermore, by integrating the optics and electronics, silicon seems to rely on direct bandgap 
III-V semiconductors such as GaAs to provide the light-emission technology. III-V and other 
semiconductors lasers have been used as key components in optical communication systems. The 
hybrid systems however are technically difficult and complex to produce which also mean that 
they are not cost-effective. III-V devices are hard to down-size and not compatible with the 
mature Si technology. Therefore, developing a laser from silicon is hard to resist even though 
with all the challenges and being called the holy-grail of silicon photonics. A fully functioning 
silicon photonics system and laser will create a very fast, efficient system when thousands of 
gigabits of data can be transferred within seconds. Moreover, optical fibers linking the 
microchips will accelerate the computer speed as it eliminates the bandwidth bottlenecks 
problem. 
 
Apart from the indirect band gap problem, silicon is actually a promising material to build a 
photonics device. Compared to germanium (Ge), silicon has larger band gap (1.12eV) which 
allows higher operating temperature. It also has high thermal conductivity and optical damage 
threshold (~10x higher than GaAs). In addition, silicon has high third order optical 
nonlinearities, larger Kerr effect and the Raman effect is 1000 times stronger than those in silica 
fiber[3].  
   
The idea of emitting light from silicon started in the early 1990s when Canham published his 
pioneering paper about the strong luminescence observed by anodization of silicon using HF 
solution[4]. Since then, extensive research was done by numerous groups attempting to produce 
light from silicon with different techniques. Among the successful and promising methods of 
emitting light from silicon are point defect centres[5-8], Raman conversion [9-11], strained 
silicon i.e. dislocation engineering[12, 13] and nanocrystals with or without rare earth doping 
such as erbium(Er)[14-17]. The first silicon laser was reported in 2004 by Jalali et al using the 
Raman conversion techniques[9]. 
One of the most intriguing techniques to emit light from silicon is by manipulating point defects 
in silicon to produce emission at certain wavelength, which depends on the nature of the defects. 
This approach is a promising field to stimulate emission from silicon due to the method’s 
compatibility with CMOS technology by utilizing the standard ULSI tools such as ion 
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implantation. The possibility of lasing using emissive structural defects was first mentioned by 
Yukhnevich in 2007[18]. The G-centre as an emissive point defect gained a lot of attention 
recently due to its ability to emit sharp luminescence peak at wavelength of 1280 nm (0.97 eV) 
with the evidence of lasing occurred in the structure[8]. Since then, more extensive research were 
done and the results are promising and exciting with the improved intensity from the G-centre[5-
7]. The G-centre emission at 1280 nm is in the spectral range which is vital in long-haul fiber-
optic networks and is critical to silicon intra-chip and inter-chip low-power data interconnects. 
This research will focus on manipulating the G-centre as a route to gain and lasing in silicon. 
Silicon wafers implanted with high concentration of carbon and irradiated with high energy 
protons to deliberately create carbon related centers, mainly the G-centre. Photoluminescence 
(PL) measurement is mainly used to measure the luminescence, first at cryogenic temperatures. 
The results of the measurement to date are extremely promising. Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) will be utilized to 
investigate the nature of the irradiated wafers. Next steps are the fabrication of light-emitting 
device and electroluminescence (EL) measurement to prove of the optimized samples. The 
dislocation loops via boron implantation has also been introduced into the samples to compare 
the G-centre intensity when merged with other promising technique to design electrically-
pumped laser from silicon. This hybridized technique may overcome the fundamental limitation 
by elegantly circumventing them.   
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1.1 OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of this work are: 
1. Optimization of the carbon and proton implantation technique to gain the G-centre 
For a process to be implemented as an industrial application, all the processing conditions must 
be CMOS compatible. The carbon and proton doses and energy will be varied to obtained the 
highest intensity at the G-centre (1280 nm) peak. The results are important in order to determine 
the most suitable parameters before proceeding to next stage of fabricating the LED for EL 
measurements. By understanding how the implant parameters affect the formation of the 
optically active point-defect centre, especially the G-centre, will lead to the optimisation of the 
technique and make the process more appealing as an industrial application. 
2. Structural analysis of the G-centre 
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
techniques were used along with the photoluminescence (PL) measurement to correlate the 
optical and structural properties of the G-centre formed by the carbon implantation and high 
energy ion irradiation. RBS and RBS channelling experiments were performed to analyse the 
damage distribution caused by the silicon interstitials and to quantify defect production due to 
the carbon and high energy proton implantation, respectively. TEM was also utilized to 
characterize the type and composition of damage present in the samples 
3. Introduction of the dislocation loops  
The point-defect technique to gain luminescence in silicon is known to suffer from temperature 
quenching while the dislocation engineering (DELED) technique has succeeded in emitting at 
room temperature. Boron is introduced into the silicon along with the main technique (carbon 
and proton implantation) not only to provide the p-n junction but also to introduce the dislocation 
loops which will reduce the temperature quenching problem from the previous work. 
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4. Fabrication of LED for EL measurement 
A simple light-emitting device (LED) structure will be fabricated to study the G-centre when 
electrically pumped. This result is important in determining the next step or the future work for 
the progress of the G-centre technique.  
 
1.2 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis is broken down into the following chapters: 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter is used to introduce the subject and highlight the key objectives of this thesis. A 
brief review of the silicon in photonics/optoelectronics industries is presented, along with a 
description of the known problems hindering the progression of a fully silicon based photonics 
technologies. 
Chapter 2: Literature Survey 
This chapter gives a review on literature survey of development in silicon photonics focusing on 
point defects mainly the G-centre as the technique in getting luminescence from silicon. The 
problem and motivation of silicon as a light-emitting device (LED) are also discussed. The 
various potential methods of extracting light from silicon are also presented. Finally, the later 
part of this chapter is focused on the current published research of the point defect-centre, the G-
centre as a main technique which set the background to the majority of work in this thesis. 
Chapter 3: Experimental Theory and Techniques 
This chapter describes the techniques and methodology of various experimental techniques 
utilized in this research to obtain the optical measurement data presents in following chapters. 
Among the process involved in producing the samples that will be discussed in this chapter are 
ion implantation, annealing and the photoluminescence measurement technique. 
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Chapter 4: Experimental Results I; Optimisation of carbon implant and proton irradiation 
First experimental chapter which presents the experimental details and photoluminescence 
results, that have led to optimization results of the carbon and proton implant for the G-centre 
formation in silicon samples. Four sets of samples were used for the photoluminescence 
measurements. The first three sets used to investigate the G-centre peak and other possible peaks 
in the carbon implanted, proton irradiated samples at cryogenics temperature, 80 K. Temperature 
dependence measurements have also been conducted to observe the well-known quenching of 
the luminescence peaks. 
A set of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) samples have also been prepared with the same method as the 
aforementioned silicon samples. They were then compared with the silicon samples in terms of 
the G-centre’s peak luminescence intensity. 
 
Chapter 5: Structural Analysis of the G-centre 
In this chapter, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) techniques were used along with the photoluminescence measurement to 
correlate the optical and structural properties of the G-centre formed by the carbon implantation 
and high energy ion irradiation. Photoluminescence measurements were carried out on 
crystalline and pre-amorphised silicon samples implanted with different doses of carbon and 
protons. Pre-amorphisation of the silicon substrate was achieved by Ge implantation prior to the 
C implantation. RBS and RBS channelling experiments were performed to analyse the damage 
distribution caused by the silicon interstitials and to quantify defect production due to the carbon 
and high energy proton implantation, respectively. TEM was also utilized to characterize the 
type and composition of damage present in the samples. 
Chapter 6: Experimental Results II: Introduction of dislocation loops and device 
fabrication  
In this following chapter, we investigate the introduction of boron to create a p-n junction and 
dislocation loops in bulk silicon samples with the G-centre point defect. The temperature 
dependence measurements have also been carried out to compare the samples with and without 
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boron. Next, Aluminum ohmic contacts were deposited on the samples to prepare the samples for 
electroluminescence (EL). Prior to the EL measurements, the I-V measurements were carried 
out.  
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Further work 
This chapter concludes the whole thesis with an explanation of the outcomes of this project in 
relation to the initial objectives and a description of possible areas of research which could be 
attempted to further this study. 
Chapter 8: Appendix 
 
1.3 NOVELTY OF WORK 
This thesis focused on optimizing the carbon and high energy proton implantation technique to 
gain the G-centre which must be fully compatible with the current CMOS technology. The 
novelty of this work is the approach to the co-implants. Both of the implantations were carried 
out using facilities that are also being used in the matured silicon technologies. There is no study 
previously done using the proton irradiation technique for the formation of the G-centre, thus 
making this technique a pioneer in utilizing all CMOS-compatible method.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
2 LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter is a literature survey of development in silicon photonics focusing on point defect 
mainly the G-centre as the technique in getting luminescence from silicon. The problem and 
motivation of silicon as light-emitting device (LED) are discussed. The following sub-chapters 
will also present the various potential methods of extracting light from silicon. Finally, the later 
part of this chapter is focused on the current published research of the point defect-centre, the G-
centre as a main technique which set the background to the majority of work in this thesis. 
 
2.2 THE MOTIVATION 
 
Despite its dominance in the electronics industry, silicon is lacking key properties in 
optoelectronics. Nearly twenty years ago, the semiconductor industry had been made to believe 
that emission of light from silicon is nearly impossible because of the indirect band gap which 
limits the radiative recombination of electron-hole pair. Direct band gap in particular, the III-V 
materials are currently the main materials that provide the light-emission technology which 
supports optical communication systems and optical disk data storage in computer drives. This 
means that whenever Si ‘needs light’, the approach is to integrate the III-V light emitters with the 
silicon devices. 
 
By taking into account the complexity of this hybrid system, the main motivation that drives the 
research of silicon emitters is the significant cost reduction as silicon has always been the main 
player of the electronics industry. This gives compatibility with the mature silicon IC 
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manufacturing. Silicon wafers have the lowest cost (per unit area) and the highest crystal quality 
among other semiconductor materials.  
 
Another motivations includes the so-called interconnect problem resulted from scaling down of 
the gate length of active transistors (Chapter 1) and the availability of high quality silicon-on-
insulators (SOI) as an ideal platform to create planar waveguide circuits. The former is a major 
challenge to the exponential growth in computer speed and power (Moore’s Law) with the 
recognized solution to this problem is the optical data transfer on chip to at least some functions 
in IC such as the clock [19]. This will also give way to the possible new information processing 
and storage architecture that enable enormous data to be transferred within seconds. With the 
successful career of silicon in other photonics devices such as light detectors, waveguides, and 
modulators, the silicon emitter is the last hurdle to be realized before the all silicon photonics 
platform can be implemented. 
 
2.3 REQUIREMENTS OF A SILICON LIGHT-EMITTING DEVICE 
In order for silicon to compete with the available direct band gap light emitters, it needs to 
enhance the radiative emission by increasing the internal quantum efficiency and output 
intensity. Listed below are the following features for the silicon light emitters to be able to find 
practical applications in photonics and electronics industries[20]; 
1. Operates at room temperature 
2. Electrically pumping; silicon light source should be able to be pumped electrically to 
allow the integration with electronics components 
3. The emission wavelength need to be above 1.1 µm (the bandgap emission of silicon) for 
applications in on-chip communications 
4. Small dimension; to enable high on-chip integration density 
5. Narrow emission line i.e laser-like operation thus allowing multiple spectral channels to 
be used 
6. Output power of microwatts range and above for on-chip communication applications 
The history of silicon light source and overview of the different approaches taken by researchers 
to gain emission from silicon will be discussed in the following section.  
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2.4 OVERVIEW AND DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES TO GAIN LIGHT FROM SILICON 
 
In 1987, Canham et al demonstrated a silicon light-emitting diode by creating the optically active 
centre, the G-centre, in silicon crystalline structure[21]. The same group then succeeded to emit 
visible light (red) at room temperature resulting from quantum confinement technique in porous 
silicon(PS)[4]. Since then, there have been great efforts to attain light emission from silicon both 
in visible and infrared regions of the spectrum which are technologically viable and efficient. 
Porous silicon and other quantized systems have been studied to gain emission in the visible 
regions [22, 23] while in the infrared regions, systems such as erbium in silicon offers a potential 
route[24]. However none of the approaches introduced during the 90’s can be applied 
commercially due to the lack of compatibility with the conventional ULSI technology. 
 
In 2001, Homewood et al has reported an efficient silicon light-emitting diode utilizing 
dislocation engineering that operates at room temperature and truly compatible with the CMOS 
technology[12]. This remarkable discovery has driven silicon research into a new direction of 
silicon photonics which is to build a cheap and efficient silicon laser that operates in room 
temperature while being fully compatible with present electronics industry.  
 
Since early 2000, different approaches have been employed to design efficient light-emitting 
device from silicon which could eventually lead to the creation of a silicon laser. The first silicon 
laser was reported in 2004 by Jalali et al which utilized the Raman conversion technique to 
generate coherent light[9]. Promising techniques to gain light from silicon will be briefly 
discussed, however it should be noted that the main focus of this research is to utilize point 
defect as an optically active centre in silicon. Therefore, a separate sub-chapter will be reserved 
to discuss point defects in silicon. 
 
2.4.1 Erbium Doping 
Rare earth elements particularly erbium have been extensively studied since twenty years ago 
and played a vital role in the development of optical communication networks. Erbium belongs 
to series of rare earth elements of the periodic table with electronic configuration of [Xe]4f126s2. 
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It can exist in two different oxidation states as an ion by losing either two or three electrons to 
form Er2+ or Er3+ respectively. However, the ion Er2+ is rare and the element mostly exist is in 
Er3+ state. 
 
Trivalent erbium ions (Er+3) implanted in a semiconductor such as in silicon, have an incomplete 
4f electronic shell which when excited by an optical source, will enable the intra-4f transitions. 
The first excited state is at an energy of 0.8 eV, which enables down-transitions with photon 
emission at wavelength of 1.54 µm when opticallly pumped with much higher-energy photons 
(usually using 980 nm or 1480 nm laser source)[25]. Figure 2-1 shows the schematic energy 
level of Er3+. Due to its capability to emit light in the near IR range, erbium has been of great 
interest to the photonic research community. Another important feature of erbium is that when 
doped in silicon, the nature of the optical transition is defined by the electronic structure of 
erbium and less likely to be influenced by the silicon lattice structure. Thus, silicon acts largely 
as a passive host medium. 
 
Figure 2-1 The representation of erbium electronic energy levels together with pumping sources of 980nm 
and 1480nm. Also shown is the emission of photons at 1540 nm [25] 
 
Silicon is usually doped with erbium by using techniques such as ion implantation [24, 26, 27] or 
molecular beam epitaxy [28, 29]. However erbium doping by the ion implantation approach is 
more promising as the fabrication methods are compatible with processing techniques used in 
developing the standard devices in ultra-large-scale-integration (ULSI) process flow[25].  
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Despite its promising feature, erbium doped silicon suffers from thermal quenching in which the 
luminescence will decrease rapidly with temperature. It has been reported that by increasing the 
temperature of Er-doped samples from 77 K to room temperature, the luminescence intensity is 
really weak and unable to be measured. The same paper also claimed that oxygen is able to 
reduce the quenching effect by incorporating it into the Er-doped samples [30]. This has led to 
another method to extract light from Er by incorporating Er ions with oxygen atoms which has 
proven to have seven times higher luminescence peak intensity than films grown without 
oxygen[31]. By using this method, erbium doped silicon LED with 0.1% external quantum 
efficiency at room temperature has been demonstrated as shown in Figure 2-2 [32]. 
 
Figure 2-2 EL signal from erbium doped silicon at room temperature (300 K) under forward and bias 
conditions. Figure reproduced from [32]. 
 
Another challenge in erbium doped silicon is the energy back transfer from Er3+ back to silicon 
which can effect and reduce the emission intensity[33]. This is due to the formation of defect 
state after the erbium implantation that lies within the silicon band gap and couples resonantly 
with the Er3+ state. Finally, erbium doped in silicon has a very low solubility. By using ion 
implantation to dope erbium into silicon, the maximum doping intensity can be increased albeit 
limited to 3×1017 cm-3. However, the co-doping of erbium with other impurities in silicon such as 
silicon has been proven to improve the solubility of erbium in host silicon [34, 35]. As 
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mentioned before, co-doping oxygen with erbium in silicon has been reported to enhance 
emission and improve luminescence at higher temperature. 
 
2.4.2 Raman Excitation 
The first reported silicon laser by Jalali et al [9] and Rong et al [10, 11] were based on the 
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). The creation of SRS in silicon is made possible by 
irradiating it with two beams simultaneously. One of the beam is to pump (excite) electrons and 
the second beam has a wavelength that is resonant with the Stokes transition as shown in Figure 
2-3. The Stokes transition is being stimulated by the signal beam thus caused the amplification of 
a signal at energy of Et – E1. In that case, the total Raman-scattering rate is increased beyond that 
of spontaneous Raman scattering: pump photons are converted more rapidly into additional 
Stokes photons. The more Stokes photons are already present, the faster more of them are added. 
Effectively, this amplifies the Stokes light in the presence of the pump light, which is exploited 
in Raman amplifiers and lasers. The amplified wavelength is determined by the pump 
wavelength and the energy difference (E1 – EP) which is also depends on the scattering medium. 
Therefore, unlike conventional semiconductor laser operation, SRS opens the possibility of 
amplification at a wide range of wavelengths from ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Et 
Ep 
E1 
Stimulated 
transition 
 
Pump 
 
Signal to be 
amplified 
 
 
Figure 2-3 Diagram of the stimulated Raman effect 
 
 
The schematic of a silicon waveguide based continuous-wave (CW) Raman laser is shown in 
Figure 2-4. It features a pin junction to sweep out the free carriers. While the demonstration of an 
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all-silicon Raman laser diminishes the prejudice towards silicon as main material of 
semiconductor laser, it has several shortcomings. First, due to an all-optical phenomenon of the 
device, there is no possibility of electrically pumping of the Raman laser in future. The 
dimension of the device is also relatively big which is not at all desirable for large scale 
integration density. Raman silicon laser has yet to find its practical applications and until then, it 
still remains as a research curiosity in the photonics world. 
 
Figure 2-4 a) Schematic diagram and SEM image of the rib waveguide continuous-wave (CW) Raman laser 
b) Graph shows the input vs. output power curve of the device that clearly displays threshold behavior. 
Figure reproduced from [10]. 
 
2.4.3 Quantum confinement 
In silicon, non-radiative recombination dominates the relaxation of excited carriers because of 
the indirect band gap nature thus limiting the probability of radiative recombination. There are 
two ways to improve the light emission in silicon which are by enhancing the radiative 
recombination rate or suppressing the non-radiative recombination pathways. Luminescence 
from silicon by using quantum confinement technique satisfies both criteria which open up the 
possibility of achieving high luminescence efficiencies in practical LEDs and even perhaps 
lasing.  
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The spatial localization of the electron and hole wavefunctions in a quantum dot of decreasing 
size increases their spread in momentum space, hence increasing their overlap in the Brillouin 
zone. As a result, the radiative recombination rate can increase by orders of magnitude, bringing 
the radiative lifetime into the micro- or even nanosecond time domain, comparable to III-V 
semiconductors[36].  
Low dimensional structures offer a solution to the mentioned problem by confining carriers and 
prevent them from diffusing towards non-radiative centres during their long lifetime. The 
phenomenon can be explained by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which states that ‘if the 
position of a particle is confined, its momentum becomes uncertain’. This means that localized 
electrons lead to uncertainty in momentum space which is helpful in solving the mismatch 
momentum problem due to indirect band gap of silicon. Consequently, the probability of 
radiative recombination is higher and contributes to enhanced efficiency of luminescence in 
silicon. Two techniques of achieving quantum confined structures in silicon that are discussed in 
the next section are porous silicon and nano-crystals. 
 
2.4.3.1 Porous silicon (PS) 
Canham, in his pioneering paper, described a Si anodization technique by using a hydrogen 
fluoride (HF)-based solution[4]. The technique generates arrays of nanoscale pores that run 
orthogonally to the surface. This sponge-like material is called porous silicon (PS) which 
exhibits efficient room temperature photoluminescence (PL) upon excitation with Ar laser lines 
at 488 and 514.5 nm (Figure 2-5). The emission from PS can be varied by changing the etch 
recipe with emission usually in the visible region. Following the success of Canham’s paper, the 
first EL from PS silicon device was demonstrated by Richter et al. in 1991[37]. Another porous 
silicon LED with an external quantum efficiency approaching 1% when applied with 5 V applied 
bias has been reported by Gelloz et al[38].  
The above-gap emission from PS suggests confinement of the electron and hole wave functions 
in the material is sufficient to increase the band gap. As stated before, the spatial confinement in 
PS leads to the broadening of electron amplitudes in momentum space, thus allowing the 
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phononless radiative transitions from the conduction to the valence band. This leads to increased 
radiative efficiency in PS. 
 
Figure 2-5 Room temperature photoluminescence from anodised p-type silicon after subsequent immersion 
(1, 2 and 5 hour) of HF solution. PS structure was optically pumped with 200 mW, 514.5 nm Ar laser. Figure 
reproduced from [4]. 
 
The emission from PS is normally quite broad with full width half maximum (FWHM) at 
approximately 130 nm which makes it not as desirable as narrow-band luminescence in terms of 
high performance devices such as lasers. Several studies have been done to overcome the broad-
band problems by which the PS layers are enclosed between two distributed Bragg reflectors 
(DBRs) [39, 40]. PS luminescence FWHM in the wavelength range of 700 to 810 nm was 
reduced to 14-20 nm by using this technique. 
Another drawback of this technique is the ability for luminescence of a particular PS sample to 
be affected and change with time. The degradation is believed to be due to desorption of 
hydrogen molecules from the Si – Hx bonds present at PS surfaces which occur after anodization 
[41]. The dangling bonds at the surface after desorption create pathways for non-radiative 
recombination. Surface passivations have been made with oxidation and nitridation of PS in an 
attempt to overcome the degradation limitation. The result show enhancement in luminescence 
while delaying the aging effects. 
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Despite the promising improvement to the main drawbacks of PS technology, PS materials still 
suffer from high electronic and optical losses. This is due to the harsh nature of the anodization 
process. Therefore, PS as a platform to build efficient light emitting device (LED) from silicon is 
yet to be proven valuable. 
 
2.4.3.2 Nano-crystals 
Silicon nanocrystals (Si-ncs) are quantum confined structures where spatial confinement is the 
main mechanisms for luminescence. Low dimensional silicon nanocrystals are commonly 
produced by implanting a high dose of silicon ions into a SiO2 matrix followed by annealing at 
high temperature (~1100 ºC). The thermal energy induced phase separation between Si and SiO2 
gives a final structure of small silicon nanocrystals[14, 16, 25]. Si-ncs can also be produced by 
utilizing a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique as reported by Iacona et al.[42] and 
Cavarroc et al.[43].  
Similar to porous silicon, Si-ncs has a broad emission spectrum (600-100 nm) and proven to emit 
light across most of the visible spectrum[44] with the wavelength of the emitted light tuned by 
controlling the size of the formed Si-ncs[45]. The enhanced luminescence in Si-ncs is believed to 
be due to the recombination of carriers at some defect site on the interface of the nanocrystal and 
silica. The defect sites create other energy levels that lie within the band gap which help increase 
the radiative recombination[46].  
Quantum efficiency of luminescence from Si-ncs usually yields only a few percent which is very 
low if compared to efficiency of II-VI nanocrystals (~80-90%). This is believed due to the non-
radiative recombination at the surface states. Recent studies found that by careful surface 
passivation i.e. by avoiding oxygen during all stages of Si-ncs preparation, the quantum yields of 
around 60% could be achieved [17]. There is also an exciting progress by doping Er ions with Si-
ncs which gives emission at 1.5 µm, the desirable operation wavelength in telecom networks [15, 
47].  
Despite the exciting progress made in Si-nc light emission technology, more creative thinking is 
needed to fully realize an electrically-pumped Si-nc-based laser.  
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2.4.4 Dislocation-engineered emitters 
Dislocation-engineering approach is a method to gain emission from silicon that relies on the 
controlled introduction of an array of intrinsic extended defects called dislocation loops. An 
interstitial dislocation loop is a simple closed-edge dislocation around an island of a one atom 
thick Si lattice. The presence of dislocation loops in the Si lattice causing the Si atoms located 
outside the loops to be pushed apart thus introducing a negative hydrostatic pressure. The 
pressure and its decay away from the loop can be calculated using theory of dislocation [48]  and 
values of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for Si[12]. The pressures outside of the loops are 
very large ~ 50 GPa. 
 
The large negative hydrostatic pressure causes the band gap energy to increase by ~0.75 eV. This 
is due to the pressure dependency of semiconductors band gap energies. As shown in Figure 2-6, 
the strain field decays away inversely with distance from the loop resulting in the band gap 
energy variation around and across the loop[2]. 
 
Figure 2-6 Schematic diagram showing how a dislocation loop stresses the silicon lattice which result in 
modification of the band gap energies. a) a cross section of a dislocation loop and the surrounding silicon 
lattice; b) the pressure variation across the loop; and c) the corresponding band gap energy variation around 
and across the loop region[2]. 
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Dislocation loops can be formed by introducing extra Si atoms in the lattice. This can be done by 
ion implantation either by implanting the excess silicon atoms directly or by implanting the 
dopant species such as B. The excess Si interstitials are generated when the dopants is 
electrically activated and displaces a Si atom from substitutional site. A post-implant anneal is 
needed for the Si interstitials to aggregate and forming the dislocation loops. 
 
A group of researchers in University of Surrey led by Homewood has reported a novel approach 
towards emitting light from silicon by utilizing dislocation engineering technique[12]. The 
fabrication of the reported light-emitting diode is using standard silicon processing techniques, 
thus is compatible with conventional ULSI technology and gives efficient light emission from 
silicon at room temperature. The schematic of the design is shown in Figure 2-7 together with 
the current/voltage characteristics. This device demonstrated excellent electrical performance 
which is comparable to the p-n junctions in mainstream silicon device manufacture. 
 
 
Figure 2-7 Current-voltage characteristics for the dislocation-engineered Si-LED measured at room 
temperature. Light is emitted through the bottom AuSb contact window[12]. 
 
Boron is implanted into silicon both as the dopant and to create the dislocation loops in the 
device and subsequently introducing a local strain field. The latter modifies the band structure 
and provides spatial confinement of the charge carriers – potential barrier(Figure 2-8) which will 
prevent the excited carriers from diffusing to non-radiative recombination routes before radiative 
transitions occur. In other word, the spatial confinement of the radiative carriers due to the 
dislocation loops localizes them and reduces the probability of non-radiative recombination 
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happening elsewhere in the silicon lattice. This helps in suppressing the thermal quenching of the 
emission. By using this technique, electroluminescence from the Si band edge at 1160 nm is 
observed at room temperature. The external quantum efficiency of the device was 2 x 10-4 with 
output power of approximately 20 µW. For comparison, commercially available GaAs infrared 
LEDs have quantum efficiencies of 10-2 which they claimed are comparable to their device if the 
factor such as internal reflection losses can be minimized. 
 
Due to the luminescence at room temperature and the compatibility of the technique with the 
matured CMOS technology, it has been considered as one of the most successful technique to 
gain light from silicon. Main advantage of this technique is the ability to work at room 
temperature and the device is electrically driven. However it still has drawbacks such as the large 
linewidth (80 nm) with the emission wavelength at the silicon band-edge. This technique is being 
used later in this project together with the point defect technique as both are using ion 
implantation as means to introduce dopants in a silicon lattice. 
 
Figure 2-8 The band diagrams illustrated a) conventional Si device where injected carriers diffuse to bulk 
defects and recombine nonradiatively b) dislocation-engineered diode. Loop-induced potential barrier 
prevented the carriers transporting to the bulk and surface[2]. 
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2.5 OPTICALLY ACTIVE POINT DEFECT CENTRE 
2.5.1 Introduction 
Crystalline silicon with no impurities and damage is only an idealization. Even in its most 
pristine state, silicon contains interstitials and foreign impurities or lattice vacancies. A point 
defect is a highly localized disturbance in crystalline order and usually comprised of one or a few 
vacancies or impurities which interact with the silicon lattice[49].  
 
The earlier studies were done to investigate the nature of various species of point defect followed 
by understanding the optically active point defects in silicon. Most of the earlier works in the 
1970’s were aimed at using techniques such as photoluminescence (PL), optical absorption, 
electroluminescence (EL), cathodoluminescence (CL) etc to comprehend the nature of the point 
defects and ways to remove or minimize the undesirable consequences in electronic applications 
[50]. These were done by means of irradiating the silicon lattice contaminated with impurities 
using ion, gamma ray, neutron or electron irradiation [50].  
 
By carrying out the study of EL, CL and PL of different monocrystalline silicon (mc-Si) 
samples, a number of new emissive point-defect via analogous characteristic narrow lines (with 
spectral linewidth of about 0.1 meV) in their individual emission spectra have been reported. 
However, in recent years, more studies concentrate in understanding the nature and manipulating 
the optical properties of point defects.  The aim is to maximize the luminescence intensity at 
each defect [6-8]. The narrow line of each spectra owes their origin to the zero-phonon emissive 
electron transitions between the localized electron states of the different point-defect. Each of the 
emissive point defect has a distinct atomic architecture where the emission energy corresponding 
to the most intensive narrow line in their individual spectra is strictly specific to each defect and 
does not depend on the conditions of its formation.  
 
Paper[18] suggests for the first time the possibility of utilizing point defects to obtain lasing in 
silicon. It based on the assumption that specific structural imperfections of silicon crystals which 
are called ‘emissive structural defects’ (ESDs) can produce luminescence at certain wavelengths. 
By the definition represents in this paper, we can conclude that the term ESDs is also referring to 
the emissive point-defect which is the general and common term used by other researchers. 
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ESDs differ from the common defect in mc-Si due to the higher probability of photon emission 
from the free electrons and holes recombination at low temperature. These emissive defects are 
presented in Table 2-1 along with the condition of their formation. 
 
 
Table 3-1 Emissive structural defect (ESD) or point defect in monocrystalline silicon (mc-Si) reproduced from 
[18]. Each ESD is referred to as the enrgy (in eV) of the most intensive zero phonon line (ZPL) in its own 
emission spectrum. The symbols γ, e, n and i correspond to the Si-crystal irradiation by gamma-rays of 60Co, 
electrons with an energy less than 10 MeV, fast neutrons and ions, respectively. The signs in the columns 
mentioned relate to the cases when ESD was observed (+) or not observed ( ). The column‘t’ presents the 
ESDs observed (+) in the non-irradiated crystals annealed in the specified temperature interval. The value Δt 
is the anneal temperature interval in which defect was formed after (or without) the crystal irradiation. 
 
Point defects may give rise to the states in band gap. Most of the point defects are not optically 
active when they serve as pathways to the non-radiative recombination. However, some point 
defects will give rise to pairs of states in the band gap which give an optically active point defect 
or centre. These centres are characterized by narrow lines called the zero phonon lines (ZPL) in 
PL spectra [41]. Example of such a PL spectra is given in Figure 2-9. 
ESD 
(eV) 
ESD 
(nm) 
γ, e  n i t  Δt , ⁰C 
1.062 1167  + +  300, 550 
1.040 1192  + +  250, 450 
1.018 1218  + +  <500 
1.004 1235 + + +  300, 500 
0.997 1243 + + +  150, 350 
0.995 1246 + + + + 500, 550 
0.985 1259  + +  <350 
0.970 1278 + + +  <300 
0.967 1282  + +  <350 
0.962 1289  + +  <250 
0.957 1296 + + +  <200 
0.953 1301 + + +  <350 
0.945 1312 + + + + 500, 550 
0.943 1315  + +  <450 
0.926 1339 + + + + 350, 550 
0.924 1342 + + +  100, 250 
0.922 1345 + + + + 350, 550 
0.920 1348 + + +  350, 450 
0.854 1452 + + +  350, 450 
0.790 1570 + + +  <450 
0.767 1617 + + + + 350, 550 
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Figure 2-9 [41] PL Spectrum of Si bombarded with 100 keV Si to a fluency of 1014 Si+/cm2 and annealed at 
250ºC for 30 min. ZPL at 1218nm has the highest peak which is well-known as the W line and will be 
discussed further in the review. ZPL at 1149 nm is believed to be Q line associated with a C-Li complex[51]. 
The Li and C present in the lattice are residual contaminants introduced during growth of the crystals. The 
broader luminescence from 1149 nm beyond 1218 nm are from a variety of phonon replicas of the Q and W 
center as well as a multitude of other weakly-luminescing centers. The C line is associated with C-O complex 
and also will be discussed further. The band edge luminescence is observed at 1130 nm but due to so much 
damage in the lattice and so many optically active defects makes observation of the band-edge radiative 
recombination unlikely. 
 
A point defect with two electric-dipole-connected (E1 and E2) states gives rise to a four level 
system which is illustrated in Figure 2-10.  The E1 and E2 act as an intermediate level between 
conduction band edge (Ec) and valence band (Ev). Population inversion from optical transition 
between E1 and E2 are made possible by fast, phonon-assisted process from Ec to E2 and also fast 
non-radiative transition from E1 to Ev. However, the luminescence from the optically active 
defect is often quenching even at low cryogenics temperature due to the several issues such as 
non-radiative recombination from Ec to Ev and electron excitation from E2 to Ec. 
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Figure 2-10 Showing the band diagram of the possible transition of 4 level systems by a point defect with 
process a) a fast phonon-assisted, b) optical transition and c) fast, non-radiative transition. 
 
2.5.2 Main Impurities in Silicon 
Carbon naturally exists in the silicon as the impurity from the growth process, and can also be 
introduced during the processing. In Czochralski silicon, the solubility of carbon ranges from ~3 
×1016 to 2×1017 cm-3 and spans about an order of magnitude lower in commercial float-zone 
silicon. Carbon is able to interact with other impurities in silicon to form complexes which 
produce a variety of photoluminescence centres. Photoluminescence has been detected from 
carbon complexed with [50]: 
 
i. another carbon (1280 nm, 0.969 eV, G-centre) 
ii. one oxygen atom (1570 nm, 0.789 eV, C-centre) 
iii. one N atom (1663 nm, 0.746 eV) 
iv. one Ga atom (1417.14 nm, 0.875 eV) 
v. numerous radiation damage centres mainly involving oxygen (e.g 0.767 eV;1616.7 nm, 
0.92 eV;1346.5 nm and 0.95 ev;1304.5 nm) 
 
The carbon atoms occupy the substitutional sites by replacing silicon in the lattice to form carbon 
substitutionals (Cs). Meanwhile, carbon interstitials (Ci) are created when Cs displaced by silicon 
self-interstitials (I) which move into carbon substitutional’s lattice site[50]. Carbon interstitials 
(Ci) are highly mobile, contrary to carbon in substitutional sites (Cs). 
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Another main impurity in silicon is oxygen. Precipitation of the oxygen can trap metallic 
contaminants and removed them from processed silicon.  During the Czochralski process, silicon 
crystal is pulled from molten Si held in silica crucible, thus allowing oxygen to be 
incorporated[50].  The solubility of oxygen in silicon is [52]; 
 
                                    Eq 2-1               
 
As a result, the equilibrium concentrations of oxygen at melt temperature are around ~ 2x1018 
cm-3 which are largely frozen during cooling thus leaving silicon supersaturated with oxygen. 
Isolated oxygen interstitials do not give photoluminescence but often form complexes with other 
impurities such as carbon after annealing at temperatures lower than 450 ºC[50]. 
 
2.5.3 Point Defect (G, C and W centre) – Defect engineering 
2.5.3.1 The G-centre 
 
The G-centre is a bistable point defect centre comprised of two carbon atoms and one silicon 
interstitial [53, 54]. The fact that the G-centre is bistable makes the nature of the centre 
complicated as it can exist in two atomic configurations referred to as A and B 
configurations[54]. In configuration A, carbon substitutes a Si atom at one lattice site and an 
adjacent lattice site is shared by the second carbon atom and a Si atom. While, in configuration 
B, a Si interstitial (I) is positioned between two carbon atoms. Both configurations are able to 
trap an electron from the conduction band in an acceptor state or trap a hole from the valence 
band in a donor state. However, only configuration B is optically active and leads to the 
luminescence at 1280 nm (0.969 eV) [54]. The schematics of G-centres for both configurations 
are illustrated in Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-11 Schematic of G-centre. A) Tetrahedral structure of Si bonds. B) G-centre in the non-emissive A 
configuration. C) G-centre in the emissive B configuration[6]. 
 
The G-centres are formed after bombardment of silicon lattice by gamma rays, electrons, 
neutrons and ions [4, 55, 56]. It is also can be created by nanopatterning the silicon-on-insulator 
(SOI) samples [7, 8] and by exposure to CF4 plasma [57]. Figure 2-12 shows the G-centre 
formation by electron irradiation. Recently, there is a report of formation of the G-centre by 
modifying a silicon surface with hexamethyldisilazane followed by laser annealing of the silicon 
surface. The carbon atoms were introduced into the silicon during the annealing and were frozen  
during rapid cooling[58]. 
 
Figure 2-12 The G-centre formation by electron irradiation with the samples measured in (a) liquid helium 
and (b) liquid nitrogen. The level of excitation was 0.5 mW at 4.2 K and 100 mW at 77 K [21]. 
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The G-centre formation depends heavily on the level of substitutional carbon (Cs) present in the 
lattice structure. Carbon atoms usually occur naturally in silicon wafers at concentrations 
between 1015 and 1017 cm-3[50, 53]. The process of creating the G-centre is understood as 
follows; damage events will create silicon interstitials (I) which are highly mobile. The I can then 
replace carbon (Cs) in the substitutional site which consequently gives up their lattice site to I 
during a process known as the Watkins exchange mechanism [59, 60]. The resulting carbon 
interstitials Ci will then migrate until it binds to a substitutional Cs forming a Cs CI pair known as 
the G-centre [7]. The centre formation depends heavily on the density of Cs present in lattice [61] 
and density of introduced I’s. 
 
A recent study by Cloutier et al. shows the stimulated emission at 1278 nm peak attributed to an 
A-centre mediated phononless direct recombination between trapped electrons and free hole. 
Earlier researches of the 1278 nm peak were confused between A (an oxygen-vacancy complex) 
and the G-centre due to the similar deep-level transient capacitance spectroscopy level [41]. 
However, hypothesis was later formed stating that the interstitials created from the reactive ion-
etching RIE combined with carbon substitutional available in the lattice creates the G-centre 
[41].  
 
Cloutier et al. used a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer which has been patterned using deep 
reactive-ion-etching (RIE) to create a highly ordered array of nanopores or nanosize holes. The 
edge emission from continuous-wave optically pumped nanopatterned samples at 10 K shows a 
sharp peak at 1278 nm which persists up until 80 K. At cryogenic temperature, the emission 
exhibited classical laser behaviours including threshold transition, far-field narrowing 
(collimated emission) and linewidth narrowing with increasing emission power. This method 
produces low material loss in sub-bandgap spectral range as well as long electron lifetime in the 
G-trapping centres. The aforementioned effects will consequently give rise to the optical gain 
and stimulated emission. Damage of the lattice is only contained in thin shells at the walls of 
etched pores leaving the rest of the crystal in a pristine state, thus giving an advantage when 
fabricating light-emitting devices [8]. 
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Figure 2-13 Schematic of the nanopatterned SOI fabrication process, (a) A silicon lattice is amorphised by 
silicon lattice followed by carbon implantation. It is then annealed to allow solid phase epitaxial regrowth 
(SPER). (b) SEM image of an anodized aluminium oxide (AAO) membrane on top of a SOI wafer. (c) SEM 
image of an array of nanopores in the SOI wafer resulting from RIE through the AAO etch mask. In this 
image the AAO has been removed [7]. 
 
Rotem et al. had continued the work of Cloutier et al. by utilizing nanopatterned SOI to create an 
emissive G-centre (Figure 2-13). They, however, had improved the method by deliberately 
implanting carbon into the SOI samples to induce more formation of the G-centres in the 
material. The G-centre density was increased by increasing the concentration of substitutional 
carbon in the lattice prior to the nanopatterning. Therefore, carbon atoms in silicon were around 
400 times higher than the manufactured-specified carbon content. Solid-phase epitaxial regrowth 
(SPER) are utilized which took advantage of the increased carbon solubility at the interface 
between crystalline and amorphous silicon. The result was a 33-fold increase in G line intensity 
compared to unprocessed SOI which quenched around 80 K. The comparison of luminescence 
between carbon-enriched silicon and unenriched Si is given in Figure 2-14. The increase in 
intensity is also assumed to be because of the large surface area introduced by nano-patterning 
technique where the energetic ion etchants can interact with the crystal to create Sii and lead to 
the formation of G-centre [7].  
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Despite the attractive advantage of using the nano-scale engineering to pump laser at 1280 nm, it 
is still beyond reach of the available optical lithography in feature size and beyond that of the e-
beam lithography in field size. Therefore, it is accomplished in their work through the use of a 
non-lithographic self-organized nanopore array membrane as an etch mask. 
 
Figure 2-14 The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum at 25K of nanopatterned Si and nanopatterned C-
enriched Si. Inset shows a semi-log plot of the region containing the G line and phonon replicas [7]. 
 
The formation of the G-center by chemically modifying the silicon surface with 
hexamethyldisilazane followed by laser annealing has also been reported recently [62]. Whilst of 
considerable scientific interest, it is doubtful if any of these current methods of G-centre 
generation could be practicably applied in integrated silicon device production. For any realistic 
prospect of adoption by industry, it is paramount to develop a method of generating high 
concentrations of the G-centre using tools truly compatible with standard ULSI technology. The 
electron irradiation approach [21] to activate the G-centre is efficient and at first sight would 
appear promising but, because of their light mass, electrons of the required energy scatter 
laterally in the silicon surface by tens of microns at the energies needed–far-too-far to be 
practicable given current device dimensions 
 
2.5.3.1.1 Temperature dependence of the G-centre 
Temperature dependence of the G-centre emission above 40 K in silicon platform has been well 
documented and can be modeled as [56, 63, 64]; 
                                                                                        Eq 2-2  
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which refers to a two-level system where the G-centre upper state can be thermally depopulated 
into a higher level with the energy difference is given by the activation energy, Ea. C is the ratio 
of degeneracy of these two levels and I0 is the intensity of the centre at 40 K. Previously reported 
values for Ea and C are 55±5 meV and (2-8) × 10
4 respectively [63], 35±5 meV ( C not 
given)[56] and 68±6 meV and 8.9 × 106 [64]. In recent years, Shainline et al. has reported 
another set of Ea and C values which are 39 meV and 8300 for carbon implanted Si and 40.1 
meV and 3500 for nonenriched Si [7]. The activation energy values mentioned above are close 
and well within the range with each other while the discrepancy in the C value is yet to be 
understood.  
 
Figure 2-15 shows the temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity from the G-centre. 
It has been shown that luminescence starts to decrease drastically around 50K and completely 
vanishes by 100 K. This physical limitation is due to the non-radiative recombination pathways 
and is potentially a formidable obstacle to a room temperature operation. 
 
Figure 2-15 a) Temperature dependence of the total luminescence, I from the G line of silicon sample which 
has been irradiated with 2 MeV electron at 100 ⁰C, b) Natural logarithm of (1/I-1) compared with reciprocal 
temperature for the data of a) taken between 40 and 90 K [64]. 
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2.5.3.2 The W-Centre  
The W-centre whose ZPL photoluminescence occurs at 1218 nm (1.018 ev) is usually observed 
when silicon crystal is irradiated with neutrons or various types of ions and laser annealing of ion 
implantation damage[50]. The precise method to create the W-centre is still unknown although 
the evidence shows that it can be created by low-energy ion bombardment at room 
temperature[65]. Annealing is then required to optimize the W-line peak intensity to match the 
concentration of the centre. The W-line quenched at even lower temperature than the G-centre. It 
has not been observed at temperature more than 40 K. However, W-centres are appealing to be 
utilized as a method to gain emission in silicon as they do not enquire any foreign species to be 
introduced into the silicon lattice. Similar to the G-centre, W-centre is not the primary product of 
the collision cascade, but one produced by the re-action of the elements after the implantation. 
 
The origin of the centre is attributed to the cluster damage by silicon self-interstitials (I) due to 
lack of impurities and less compressive nature of the defects[66]. Paper [66] also suggest that the 
origin of the W-centre to be an aggregation of genuine self-interstitials (I) created by the 
collision of incident particles. Nakamura et al. have done extensive studies by irradiating silicon 
with high energy electrons[67] and protons[68] to prove that the W-centre is not vacancy-related 
defect due to a lack of oxygen participation and the thermal behaviour of the centre 
formation[69]. Protons are employed for the formation of pre-existing W-centre to help reducing 
serious lattice damage thus minimizing the formation of by-products such as the G and C-centre 
before the electron irradiation[67]. 
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Figure 2-16 (right) Current-voltage at temperature 290 K, 80 K and 6 K, (left) shows the electroluminescence 
(EL) spectra of LED at a temperature of 80 and 6 K. It also shows the silicon band gap luminescence at ~1130 
nm[5]. 
 
Bao et al in his paper [5], has presented a new approach of fabricating sub-bandgap LED that 
emits at 1218 nm (W-line) by first double implanting the Si ion, followed by pulsed laser melting 
and rapid thermal annealing. Figure 2-16 shows the EL of the LED with distinct sharp 
luminescence at the W line. 
 
2.5.3.3 The C-Centre 
The C-centre is a zero phonon line transition, first observed by Jones et al in electron-irradiated 
silicon wafer[70]. Partial tabulations of the several effects such as isochronal annealing, stress 
effects and temperature dependences was present in [56] which confirmed the C-centre as the 
carbon and oxygen related centre. 
 
Sharp C line is usually obtained from oxygen-rich silicon after being irradiated with ions such as 
gamma rays, neutron, electrons and protons. The radiation damage will create single silicon self-
interstitials which combine with carbon substitutionals Cs, to form highly mobile carbon 
interstitials Ci. The latter may react with static oxygen Oi, forming Ci-Oi complex or generally 
known as the C-centre and gives luminescence at 0.79 eV (1570 nm). The C-centre concentration 
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is believed to be highest when annealed around 350 ºC and subsequently decreases and is 
eventually thermally destroyed at temperatures more than 450 ºC[50, 56, 71].   
 
This centre can also be destroyed by prolonged irradiation a room temperature. With increasing 
radiation dose, the centre captured more self-interstitials I and eventually acts as nucleation point 
for self-precipitation[50]. The destruction is also observed for damage in ion implantation[66]. 
 
2.6 SUMMARY 
Various techniques have been introduced in order to realize the vision of fabricating an efficient 
silicon light emitting device. However, almost every technique comes with a set of advantages 
and drawbacks making it impossible to implement on their own. Methods that are compatible 
with the mature CMOS are preferred due to the lower and effective cost of mass production.  
Optically active point-defect technique is one of the techniques that has a great potential in 
emitting efficient light from silicon. They emit at a zero phonon line (ZPL) wavelength 
depending on the formation of the complexes/defects. Among the most well-known point-defects 
are the G, W and C-centre. The formation of these defects varied but usually formed during the 
bombardment of the silicon lattice with another ions, electron or protons. Despite the promising 
emission, point-defect technique is known for its temperature quenching. For example, the G-
line is only emitting up until 80 K before quenching drastically and no PL has been recorded at 
room temperature. Besides, most of the recent methods of forming the G-centre are not 
compatible with the current Si-technology making them harder to be realized and mass-
produced. 
Reviewing the scientific literature surrounding the point-defect especially the G-centre 
technique, there is a distinct lack of research going on in certain area such as; 
 Optimization of the G-centre emission using methods compatible with CMOS technology 
 The implementation of the above technique onto the SOI platform and performance 
comparison between SOI and bulk silicon 
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 Integration of the point-defect method with other technique in order to try circumventing 
the temperature quenching problem 
 Realization of the device by fabrication and electroluminescence (EL) measurement 
The above points are fundamental for research carried out within this thesis and formed the main 
objectives as stated in Chapter 1.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
3 EXPERIMENTAL THEORY AND TECHNIQUES 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter described the techniques and methodology of various experimental techniques 
utilized in this research to obtain the optical measurement data presents in chapter 4-6. Among 
the process involved in producing the samples that will be discussed in this chapter are ion 
implantation, annealing, waveguide fabrication and the photoluminescence measurement 
technique. 
 
3.2 MATERIAL FABRICATION 
 
Two types of wafers that were used throughout this work are bulk silicon and silicon-on-
insulator (SOI). Bulk silicon wafers were grown by the well-known Czochralski (CZ) process, 
named after Jan Czochralski, the scientist who invented the method. A seed crystal mounted to 
the ‘puller’ rod is dipped into very high purity molten silicon. The rod is then pulled and rotated 
upwards simultaneously to extract a single crystal, cylindrical ingot from the melt. A substantial 
percentage (80 to 90 %) of the silicon crystals is prepared using this method for the 
semiconductor industry. Process for the bulk silicon wafers is standard, however SOI wafers 
fabrication method will be discussed in the next section of this thesis. 
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3.2.1 Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) 
Silicon-on-insulator or SOI is a generic term used to describe structures which consist of a thin 
layer of crystalline silicon on an insulating layer. The most common SOI structure found in 
microelectronic industry is silicon dioxide (SiO2) sandwiched between a thin surface layer of 
crystalline and a thick (hundreds of micron) silicon substrate. There are several methods for the 
manufacture of SOI substrates that have been proven successful on fabricating silicon 
waveguides, however this research uses wafers from SOITEC© that uses the SmartCut® process. 
 
SmartCut process was developed a decade ago at LETI, France and has the advantage of the 
possibility to reuse one of the Si wafers a few times, thus reducing the overall cost of the SOI 
wafer. Furthermore, it offers flexibility, high quality of silicon and this makes it an excellent 
platform for the development of low-cost silicon photonics. SmartCut process works using a 
combination of wafer bonding and splitting as shown in details in Figure 3-1.  
 
 
Figure 3-1 Schematic representation of Smart-cut SOI process steps a) Thermally oxidised silicon wafer is 
implanted with high dose of hydrogen b) A second wafer is bonded to the second wafer c) Thermal processing 
splits the implanted wafer at a point consistent with the range of the hydrogen ions. 
 
H+ 
a) b) 
c) 
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Thermally grown oxide wafer is implanted with hydrogen ion to a dose of approximately 1017 
cm-2 which forms a gaussian-like profile. The H+ ion implant, determines the distance between 
wafer surface and the peak of profile, thus gives the thickness of Si overlayer which is usually 
between a few hundred nanometers and a few microns. At this depth, the H+ ions and silicon 
lattice damage are at greatest concentration causing the lattice bonds to significantly weaken. 
Following implant, the wafer is thoroughly cleaned so as to remove the surface contaminants and 
to make the surface hydrophilic. The wafer is brought into contact and aligned with the ‘handle 
wafer’ which has a thermal SiO2-covered surface. This will cause the two wafers bonding at 
room temperature. Subsequent anneal at 600 ºC and 1100 ºC first split the bonding  wafers along 
the hydrogen peak profile and then strengthen the bond between implanted and ‘handle’ wafer. 
The ‘handle’ wafer now becomes the SOI wafer and polished to get similar surface roughness of 
the regular silicon bulk wafers. The seed wafer can be reused to repeat the same process and 
subsequent epitaxial silicon growth can increase the thickness of the silicon overlayer if required. 
 
3.3 ION IMPLANTATION 
 
Ion implantation is a process to introduce dopant or impurities into silicon thus, changing its 
properties. Main application is in semiconductor device fabrication, materials synthesis, 
modification and material science research production. Nowadays, more than 90 percent of 
semiconductor device fabrication uses this technique to induce phase transformation, synthesis 
and structural transformations of materials[72]. Among the reasons for its popularity are high 
precision over the depth of the penetrating ions, ability to perform at wide range of temperatures, 
high reproducibility and the cost reduction[73]. However, ion implantation causes damage to the 
lattice structures due to the collision of impinging ions with a target atom, thus displacing the 
atom from its original lattice site. The energy needed to displace an atom i.e. displacement 
energy is typically about 10 to 25 eV[74], therefore resulting in highly disordered lattice 
structures even at low implant energies. The ion implantation damage can be treated with 
subsequent thermal annealing to recover the crystalline structure and activate the implanted ion. 
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3.3.1 Key components of ion implanter: Danfysik 1090  
Majority of ion implanters have similar basic principles which consist of four main components. 
The four sections are : 
 Source chamber 
 Analysing magnet 
 Acceleration tube 
 Target chamber 
The 1090 Danfysik ion implanter (Figure 3-2) which operates from 2 to 200 keV is used to 
explain the basic operation as most of the samples in this research were prepared using this 
specific equipment, such as the carbon doping onto the silicon wafers. 
 
Figure 3-2 Plan view schematic of Surrey Ion Beam Centre’s Danfysik 1090 Ion Implanter. The implant 
range from 2 keV to 200 keV[56] 
 
3.3.2 Ion implantation process 
The source chamber consists of an arc chamber and forms the anode and a cathode which is 
heated while gas or vapor is introduced into the chamber through a gas line or oven. The 
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chamber is used to generate and sustain the plasma by electrons supplied by the cathode 
(tungsten filament) which is heated to a temperature of around 2500 K to cause the thermionic 
emission. The electrons are drifted in the chamber which contains the wanted atoms which need 
to be ionised. The electric field forms between the anode and cathode when voltage is applied 
accelerated the electrons to energies sufficient to ionize the gas, typically between 50 and 100 
volts. The magnets surrounding the source chamber causes the electron to drift in helical motion 
increases the cross-section path of each electron, thus improving the ionisation efficiency. A 
negative potential applied on the aperture at the end of the source chamber attracts the ions and 
extracting a beam which can then be mass selected or accelerated[74].  
In the case of the Danfysik 1090, the ions are mass selected before they are post accelerated. 
This means the size of the analysing magnet is greatly reduced. The extracted beam from the 
source will contain many species of ions. For example, in B implantation, the most common gas 
precursor is BF3, therefore the extracted beam will contain molecular ions and single ions such as 
BF2, BF, F, B
10, F2 or B
11 of varying charge states. Magnetic field in the mass analyzer is used to 
make sure only the desired ion species passes through the magnet and enters the acceleration 
tube. This can be done by tuning the magnetic field to only influence the desired ions enough to 
maneuver them to pass the 90o bend. The tuning of the magnetic field will ensure the undesired 
heavier ions to not be influenced enough while the lighter ions will be influenced to a greater 
extent.  
The mass-selected ion species are then accelerated to achieve the desired implantation energy by 
applying an electric field. The flight tube containing the ions travelling at desired velocity may 
incur at 7o before entering the target chamber, which is designed to remove the neutral fraction 
of the ion beam, hence, minimising possible energy contamination. The target chamber holds the 
substrate or target wafer which can be mounted in various ways depending on the application. 
The substrate temperature, rotation and tilt angle can all be adjusted.  
For a larger area implant, the ion beam is scanned over the target, either magnetically or 
electrostatically. A deceleration lens mounted in the target wafer may be required if the ion 
implant energy are lower than 10 keV, such as in the case of the Danfysik 1090. Finally, the 
accelerated ions are focused and impinged on a target and coming to a rest due to the loss of 
momentum at a depth depending on the velocity and angle of the impinging ions[73, 74]. The 
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loss of momentum is due to two types of interaction of ions with the host lattice which are 
discussed in section 3.3.4. 
The ion dose (Q) is the number of ions implanted per unit area (measured in cm-2) and is 
calculated using: 
 
Where I is the measured current, t is the implant time, e is the electronic charge, n is the charge 
state of the ion (eg; for B+, n = 1), and A is the area of charge collector in square centimetres. 
Repeatable dose control for the implantation process are made possible with the ability to 
monitor or measure I, t and A to an accuracy of <1%. 
Another type of ion implanter is discussed in the following section which was used in this work 
for implanting proton at a really high energies (>500 keV). 
3.3.3 2Mv Van De Graaff Ion Accelerator 
 
Figure 3-3 Schematic of the 2MV Van De Graaff ion accelerator which operates from 200 keV to 2 MeV 
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Figure 3-3 shows the 2MV Van De Graaff Ion accelerator which operates from 200 keV to 2 
MeV. This ion implanter is a vital tools throughout the project and is uses to irradiate protons at 
energies higher than 0.1 MeV into the silicon wafer. The principle components for the machine 
are; 
 a pressure vessel filled with 60% SF6, plus 40% N2, containing the high voltage terminal 
and 2MV Van De Graaff accelerator 
 a 90° analysing magnet 
 the mass resolving slits 
 electrodes for x-y electrostatic beam scanning 
 the target chamber 
A high potential difference is built up and maintained on a smooth conducting surface by the 
continuous transfer of positive static charges from a moving belt to the surface. When used as a 
particle accelerator, an ion source is located inside the high voltage terminal. Ions are accelerated 
from the source to the target by the electric voltage between the high-voltage (up to 30 kV) 
supply. The ion source that has been extracted is then focused by using the Einzel lens. The 
separation aperture is used on the focused ion beam to remove the unwanted ion species while 
letting the desired ions species to be transported within the beam current. After acceleration, the 
beam passes to a magnetic quadrapole triplet, an analyzing magnet, a mass defining slit and 
further quadrapole which finally focused the beam on the target chamber[75].  
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3.4 PHYSICS OF ION STOPPING 
 
Ion implantation is based on the acceleration of a high purity dopant into a target wafer. An ion 
penetrates into a target while losing energy constantly to the sea of electron. The acceleration of 
the introduced ions will cause momentum that will bring the ions to a statistically predictable 
depth within the material. However, an ion penetrating into a target may go many monolayers 
before colliding with the target atom resulting in the displacement of that atom and creates a 
vacancy. The energy required for a target atom to leave its site and be pushed far enough so that 
it will not immediately pop back into its empty site is call its displacement energy. This energy is 
typically about ~10-25 eV. If an energetic collision occurs, the recoiling target atom will have an 
adequate energy to start a collision cascade where it hits another atom which in turn may recoil 
into other atoms, etc. Such cascade results in the displacement collision, vacancy production, 
replacement collisions and interstitials atoms which will be further described below[74].  
 Displacement collisions – Records the number of target atoms were set in motion in the 
cascade with energy above their displacement energy. 
 Vacancy – Hole left behind when a recoil atom moves from its original site. 
 Replacement collisions – If a moving atom strikes a stationary target atoms (same 
element) while transfering more than its displacement energy, after the collision, the 
initial atom that does not have enough energy will just replaces the target atom. These 
collisions may reduce the total vacancies by up to 30%. 
 Interstitial atoms – When the recoil atom stops and is not a replacement atom 
The summations of these types of collisions are: 
 
Displacements = Vacancies + Replacement collisions 
Vacancies = Interstitials + (Atoms which leave the target volume) 
 
The ion energies used are usually in the range of 0.2 to 2000 keV. Each of the implanted ion will 
impinge on the wafer with the same energy. However, the slowing down process is randomly 
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dependent on ion interactions with the target atoms e.g silicon and the free electrons. When the 
implanted ions pass through a solid, it will subsequently decelerate and loses energy by two 
distinct interactions; electronic stopping and nuclear stopping, while following the Gaussian 
distribution.  
 
Electronic stopping occurs when impinging ions lose energy inelastically by exciting and 
ionising electrons of the target atoms without leaving any permanent damage in the silicon 
wafer. On the other hand, nuclear stopping describes the collision of the implanted ions where it 
loses their energy through Coulomb collisions with target atoms/nuclei. These collisions cause 
the wafer atoms to be displaced and producing lattice vacancies and silicon interstitials as 
described before. Figure 3-4 shows the electronic stopping dominates the stopping power for 
high energy implantation when the energy is transferred to the atomic subsystem by means of 
electron-phonon coupling, resulting in an increase in local lattice temperatures.  As the ion 
velocity decreases, nuclear stopping dominates the stopping power. 
 
Figure 3-4 Relative amount of nuclear and electronic stopping power as a function of the ion velocity. The 
peaks in the stopping powers are indicated for silicon to be at ion energies of 28 keV and 28 MeV for nuclear 
and electronic stopping in silicon, respectively. 
 
The total path length the ion undertakes until it comes to rest is known as the range (R) and is 
composed of a mixture of vertical and lateral motion. However, a term known as “projected 
range” (Rp) is used to describe the average depth of the implanted ions, shown by a blue line in 
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Figure 3-5. The width of the ion distribution depend on factors like: implant energy, ion and 
target mass, implantation angle, substrate temperature, dose rate.  
 
Figure 3-5 Simulated implant profile using SUSPRE for 500 eV B 2x1015 cm-2 in Si, also shown in red are the 
electronic and nuclear electronic energy losses 
 
As mentioned before, an ion implanted into a target wafer such as silicon may cause a collision 
with a target atom in which the atom can be displaced from its original position if the transferred 
energy is sufficient. The displaced atoms can in turn displace other atoms called secondary 
knock-on atoms, tertiary knock-ons, etc which creates a cascade of atomic collisions. The 
collisions produced a distribution of vacancies, interstitial atoms, point defects, defect complexes 
and other types of lattice disorder in the region of the ion track which can lead to heavy-layered 
damage in the lattice. The total amount of disorder and the distribution in depth depend on ion 
species, temperature, energy, total dose, and channelling effects.  
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As point defects, defect complexes or localised amorphous region accumulates due to 
successively generated collision cascades, the crystalline structures become unstable causing the 
damaged region to form a completely amorphous layer. Introducing an amorphous layer in the 
silicon crystal proven beneficial in many processes and was used in the first phase of this work to 
compare the luminescence of the G-centre between crystalline (c-Si) and pre-amorphised (a-Si) 
samples. This technique will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4.1. 
3.4.1 Pre-amorphisation Technique and Solid Phase Epitaxial Re-growth 
Pre-amorphisation is a technique where heavy ions such as Si and Ge are introduced to the 
crystalline structures in order to induce damage production that will lead to an amorphous layer. 
The depth of the layer is determined by mass, implant energy and dose of the implanted heavy 
ions. Crystalline silicon has a regular atomic structure with tetrahedral configuration (diamond 
type structure). However, silicon in an amorphous state has no defined lattice structure which is 
formed by the accumulation of damage during the collision cascade.  
Pre-amorphisation process has been used in CMOS industry to form an ultra-shallow junction 
(USJ). This is done prior to ion (eg: B) implantation into Si (a-Si) to suppress the ‘chanelling’ of 
B so it will not penetrate as deep into the samples as in samples without pre-amorphisation (c-Si) 
of the same dose/implant energy. Another advantage of this technique is the nearly perfect 
crystal structure obtained after annealing with silicon substrate beneath the amorphous regions 
acts as a ‘seed’ to grow back the crystalline structure [76]. The process of re-crystalling the 
amorphous layer with the heat treatment (550˚C and above) is called solid phase epitaxial-
regrowth (SPER). The details of non-amorphising and amorphised implants are shown 
schematically in Figure 3-6. 
In both type of the implants, ion implanted into the silicon wafer lose their energy due to 
electronic and nuclear interaction with the host atoms i.e. Si (discussed in more detail in section 
3.4). If the energy transferred to the lattice from the nuclear stopping is sufficient, a Si atom is 
knocked-out from the lattice to become self-interstitials (I) and leaving behind a Si vacancy (V). 
The Si interstitial will carry on producing a cascade of further collisions in the material, creating 
more interstitials until it stops due to loss of energy. Therefore one interstitial and one vacancy 
are created during each recoil. This defect pair is known as a “Frenkel pair”[74].  
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In a non-amorphising implant, the generated interstitial (I) and vacancy (V) recombine with each 
other during annealing as shown in Figure 3-6b and the dopant atoms activate by taking 
substitutional positions in the lattice while leaving behind a net excess of Si interstitials with a 
concentration roughly equal to the implant concentration. The excess interstitials will evolve to 
form extended defects throughout the whole implant distribution (Figure 3-6c). 
 
 
Figure 3-6 Schematic representation of (a)-(c) non amorphising and (d)-(f) amorphising implants into Si, 
shown as time sequences during annealing [77].  
 
However, in a pre-amorphised implant (PAI), heavy ions such as Ge are implanted into the target 
wafer prior to the other dopant implantation to form a layer of amorphous silicon, a-Si (Figure 3-
6d). Annealing is then carried out to allow the SPER (Figure 3-6e) which grow back the 
crystalline structure with the implanted ion are now on a substitutional site. During SPER, the 
excess interstitials diffuse and agglomerate into a band of extended defects known as End-of-
Range (EOR) defects situated at the former amorphous-crytalline (a/c) interface (Figure 3-6f).  
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Rotem et al has utilized the technique of pre-amorphisation in his work to obtained luminescence 
from the G-centre [6, 7, 78]. The silicon crystal is “preamorphized” by Si+ ion implantation prior 
to the C+ ion implantation. The solid phase epitaxial-regrowth after annealed at 800˚C enabled 
the incorporation of carbon within the lattice structure where the dose is (much) higher than the 
solid solubility in crystalline silicon. This method takes advantage of the increased carbon 
solubility at the interface between crystalline silicon and amorphous silicon which resulted in a 
33 fold of increase in the G-centre photoluminescence intensity. In the early part of this work, 
silicon samples have been pre-amorphised with Ge before implanting carbon to compare the G-
centre peak intensities with samples without the pre-amorphisation step. Details of the 
measurements are explained in the following chapter. 
 
3.5 ANNEALING 
 
Ion implantation damages the target and displaces many atoms. In CMOS technology, the 
electrical behaviour after implantation is dominated by deep-level electron and hole traps, which 
capture the carriers and make the resistivity high. Annealing or rapid thermal process (RTP) is a 
heat treatment process applied to the silicon wafers after ion implantation. It is required to both 
activate the implanted atoms, by enabling them to obtain a lattice site where it can become 
electrically active and to remove radiation damage caused by the ion implantation. The 
advantages of employing RTP than other conventional annealing methods are the shorter 
processing times (10ns – 100s), negligible dopant distribution and higher electrical activation of 
the ion implanted dopant [79]. 
In the case of pre-amorphized samples, an annealing process is required to allow solid phase 
epitaxial regrowth (SPER) where the orientation of crystalline region is replicated into the 
volume that evolves from the amorphous solid with the crystalline region of the wafer serving as 
the ‘seed’. The tendency for the disordered material to return to a crystalline state is because the 
free energy is lower for a crystalline state than for a disordered state. Silicon forms strongly 
covalent, directional bonds, and a solid condition of minimum free energy is achieved by having 
these bonds arranged in a tetrahedral configuration [76]. 
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There are two types of annealer used throughout this project. First, the RTP steps were carried 
out using the Jipelec Jetstar 200ST to anneal the bulk silicon and SOI wafers (a:Si and c:Si) after 
carbon implantation. The annealing was done to repair the lattice damage and producing 
substitutional carbon for further formation of the G-centre. The second annealer used was 
Process Products Corporation (PPC) 18-lamp rapid thermal annealer to electrically activate the 
dopant i.e. B in a diode structure for electroluminescence (EL) measurements. Both annealers are 
based on tungsten-halogen lamp systems with temperature measurement accomplished by using 
thermocouples or optical pyrometers. A basic layout of this system is shown in Figure 3-7. 
Controlled ambients can be introduced into the sample chamber to allow annealing in inert gases, 
or growth of Si02 or SiN layers during the heating cycle.  
 
Figure 3-7 A schematic representation of the tungsten-halogen lamp annealer system, showing pyrometric 
and thermocouple temperature measurement methods and highlighting all the key components. 
 
After carbon implantation, The Jetstar 200ST rapid thermal annealer was used to anneal the 
samples. The sample is placed on the support wafer which is set on the sample holder to allow 
minimal contact with the controller. Prior to the introduction of nitrogen (N2) gas into the 
chamber, it is first evacuated to high vacuum (10-5 Torr) to provide an inert ambient to the 
samples as well as preventing the surface oxidation. After that, the chamber is heated up by the 
high density infra-red radiation coming from the halogen-tungsten lamp which then absorbed by 
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the samples. The chamber is then cooled-down to the room temperature when the annealing 
process is completed.  
To anneal the samples for EL measurement, Process Products Corporation (PPC) 18-lamp rapid 
thermal annealer was used after the boron implant. The annealer consists of 18 halogen lamps 
that are mounted inside the chamber, 9 above and 9 below the sample holder. A supply of 
cooling water runs around the annealing chamber to prevent the system from overheating and is 
also necessary during the cooling down period of anneal cycle. 
After the annealing process, the samples are now ready for subsequent optical characterization. 
 
3.6 PROTON VS ELECTRON IRRADIATION  
 
The G-centre which is characterised by the optical emission line at 1280 nm is a point defect 
centre that consists of a silicon interstitial and two substitutional carbon atoms. Previous work by 
Canham et al utilized an electron irradiation technique, electron bombardment of carbon rich 
silicon to create the required Si interstitials[21]. The displacement energy for silicon is around 13 
eV, and thus requires a high energy electron irradiation to initiate the silicon interstitials 
formation. This is due to the very light mass of electrons compared to the target atom, silicon 
which means the energies to knocked the silicon from its lattice site are more than hundreds of 
keV, in fact, in the Canham paper[21], the electron bombardment energy was 300 keV. The high 
energy electron irradiation causes the lateral scatter of hundreds of microns leaving electron 
damage throughout the surrounding material. Figure 3-8 shows the transport of electrons 
throughout the depth of silicon when bombarded at 250 keV of energy using the CASINO 
simulation package. The electron induces scatter up until ±200 μm into the silicon lattice. The 
lateral damage will affect the electronic properties making this technique difficult to implement 
in CMOS ULSI technology employing high integration density. Furthermore, given the range of 
such energetic electrons in solids, masking of material to allow selective area bombardment 
would require mask thicknesses in the order of a millimetre in resists which is not practical. 
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Figure 3-8 Showing the scatter of 250 keV electrons implanted into silicon modeled using CASINO. Lateral 
scatter is approximately +/- 200 μm. 
 
The proton has a higher mass compared to the electron by 104, thus irradiation by protons causes 
less lateral scatter to the subsurface. The ion damage as a result of proton irradiation is laterally 
confined within a region of a few microns even at MeV energies while the electronic energy 
deposited within the surface region is enough to form point defects (Si vacancies) without 
producing complex damage cascades. The TRIM (The Stopping and Range of Ions in Solids) 
simulation for proton irradiation at 2 MeV is shown in Figure 3-9 which illustrates the reduced 
lateral scattering for protons compared to electrons. Irradiation of ions with mass greater than the 
proton will result in higher production of vacancies, however, it would lead to more complex 
collision cascades resulting in extended defects rather than the required interstitial point defects.  
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Figure 3-9 showing the lateral scatter of a 2MeV proton implant into silicon modeled using TRIM. Lateral 
scatter worst case is at ± 25μm. However, in SOI wafer where Si overlayer is less than 10μm, the lateral 
damage is confined and will not be a major problem in device fabrication. 
 
The main motivation of this research is to fabricate a laser device using silicon-on-insulator as a 
platform, therefore, by choosing suitable proton energy, end of range damage caused by the 
carbon and proton implant can be confined below the buried oxide interface. As a result, the 
silicon device over layer (450 nm for SOITEC wafer) is free of complex damage while 
containing the required silicon interstitial-carbon substitutional complex called the G-centre. 
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3.7 OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION 
 
3.7.1 Physics of bulk Silicon 
Figure 3-10 shows a simple representation of energy levels for semiconductors where (a) the 
donor levels are placed shortly below the conduction band edge and the ionisation of a donor 
corresponds to the transfer of the extra electron into the conduction band and (b) the acceptor 
levels are placed just above the valence band and ionisation of an acceptor corresponds to 
accepting an electron from the valence band and thereby generating a mobile hole. As seen from 
the Figure 3-10, electrons from the valence band (VB) of intrinsic semiconductor need energy 
higher than the band gap to excite to the conduction band (CB). With the introduction of 
appropriate impurities in the semiconductor, there is an additional energy level in between the 
Eg.  
 
Figure 3-10 A simple representation of energy levels for semiconductors where (a) the donor levels are placed 
shortly below the conduction band edge and the ionisation of a donor corresponds to the transfer of the extra 
electron into the conduction band and (b) the acceptor levels are placed just above the valence band and 
ionisation of an acceptor corresponds to accepting an electron from the valence band and thereby generating 
a mobile[80]. 
 
Full quantum calculations give a complex picture of valence and conduction band energy E as a 
function of electron momentum p, or electron wave vector k, defined by the de Broglie relation; 
                                                  
kp                                            Eq 3-2 
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The E versus k diagrams for silicon and III-V compound, GaAs are given in Figure 3-11a and b 
respectively. The diagrams illustrate directional character of electronic band structure, due to the 
change in lattice properties along different crystalline axes. The directional character means that 
the smallest energy between a valence and conduction state i.e. Eg, may not occur at the point of 
minimum momentum (kx, ky, kz) = (0, 0, 0) as in the case of silicon in Figure 3-11a.  Silicon has 
an indirect band gap of an energy of 1.1 eV, with the lowest minimum of the CB displaced from 
(0,0,0). This means that the electron moving from VB to CB must undergo a change in 
wavevector. However GaAs possess a direct band gap energy of 1.4 eV as demonstrates in 
Figure 3-11b. 
 
Figure 3-11 Energy versus wavevector for a) silicon and b) GaAs. The arrows show the indirect band gap of 
1.1 eV (at 300 K) of (a) silicon and (b) direct band gap of 1.4 eV (at 300 K) of GaAs [81, 82]. 
 
The band properties will significantly affect the optical behaviour of a semiconductor. An 
electron can be excited to the conduction band if it absorbs photon which energy is equal or more 
than the band gap Eg energy. Since momentum must also be conserved, photoluminescence 
process and absorption process in semiconductor eg; Si, are greatly dependent on whether the 
material has a direct or indirect band Eg. 
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The electrons in the conduction band are free to move. In vacuum, free electrons have a mass of 
m0 and the energy-momentum relationship can be described as; 
 
 
Mobile electrons near the bottom of a band obey a similar quadratic law, except that mass is the 
effective electronic mass m* because of their interaction with the atomic cores. Thus, their 
energy-wavevector relationship is; 
 
Electrons elevated from the valence band will leave behind an effective positive charge i.e. holes 
which move in the opposite direction to electrons when an electric field is applied. Holes also 
contribute to the electrical behaviour of a semiconductor. Electrons and holes have different 
effective masses, with holes having larger values, hence lower mobilities of holes compared to 
electrons. This is presented in Figure 3-11 where electrons and holes have different curvatures of 
the E-k parabolas. Therefore, electrons and holes both play roles in photoluminescence where 
energy is absorbed and influences the infrared response of a semiconductor. 
The spatial lattice that defines the electronic bands in semiconductor has its own optical 
properties. The three-dimensional array of atoms linked by spring-like restoring forces is typical 
composition of a semiconductor crystal. In the semiconductor with more than one type of atom 
i.e extrinsic, the modes of the vibration can be either optical or acoustical. The former is due to 
opposite charge of atoms which gives out of phase movement results in an oscillating dipole 
moment. Optical phonons are often abbreviated as TO and LO phonons, for the transverse and 
longitudinal modes respectively. Another type of vibration called the acoustical phonon is 
coherent movement of atoms of the lattice out of their equilibrium position i.e. constant speed of 
propagation. Each type can be either transverse (TA) or longitudinal (LA) as in the case of 
optical phonon.  In an elemental semiconductor like Si or Ge, the TO an LO modes coincides at 
k=0 because the charge does not alternate from atom to atom. 
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The band properties and intrinsic lattice are strongly modified by impurities which can be either 
wanted or unwanted. Extrinsic materials are deliberately doped with impurities to give 
appropriate carrier type and density for electronic and photonic applications. The appropriate 
impurities sit in substitutional site of the lattice thus give additional energy level in between 
valence and conduction band of the semiconductor. At room temperature or below, there may be 
enough thermal energy to elevate the electron across the small energy difference of conduction 
band and the impurity energy level. A photon whose energy is at least equal to the energy 
difference can excite electrons to the conduction band.   
The excited electron can be returned to its initial state when if radiative, a photon is emitted. The 
energy of the photon gives the difference between the excited and the initial state energies. This 
process leads to the sensitive probe of photoluminescence and electroluminescence which will be 
explained in detail in the next chapter. 
 
3.7.2 Photoluminescence Emission 
A photon whose energy equals or exceeds the band gap value can excite a valence electron 
across the gap. Absorption also occurs when a photon raises an electron from a donor level to the 
conduction band or from the valence band to a neutral acceptor. These processes lead to a 
fundamental concept of photoluminescence when the excited electrons return to its initial state. 
Luminescence processes can be distinguished by the type of input energy. Photoluminescence 
can be defined as the process of photon absorption by optical radiation (e.g laser) followed by re-
radiating of photons. 
In photoluminescence, a laser is usually the energy source that pumps electron into the higher 
state. The excited electron then returns to its original state where the return process can be either 
radiative or non-radiative.  Radiative re-combination of an electron with a hole will emit a 
photon which has the same energy as the difference between the excited and initial state energies 
and vice versa. The emission spectrum shows a peak related to the energy of each excited level.  
The absorption process where the electron is elevated from valence band to conduction band is 
affected by the direct or indirect gap nature of a particular semiconductor. The incoming photon 
has insignificant momentum which causes the excited electron to gain energy without affecting 
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its wavevector. Therefore, in direct gap semiconductor like GaAs, the electron from valence 
band maximum executes a vertical transition to the minimum of conduction band. The period 
between absorption and emission of the photon is extremely short in direct gap semiconductors 
and in the order of nanoseconds. Energy conserved in this material is given by; 
 
where Ef and Ei are final and initial state energies respectively, and ℏω is the photon energy. An 
indirect gap material such as silicon, needs an additional momentum to reach the conduction 
band minimum at non-zero wavevector by interacting with phonon. Phonon emission usually 
dominates at low temperatures[82]. Therefore, the energy conserved in indirect gap material is 
given by; 
 
where ℏΩ is the energy of the phonon, while ± corresponds to the phonon emission and 
absorption. The need for an additional third body interaction with phonon in indirect gap 
semiconductor makes the indirect absorption far less probable than direct absorption. The same 
case is observed during recombination. The recombination of electron and hole can be executed 
in either radiative or non-radiative form. As in absorption the recombination of a direct 
semiconductor is vertical and emits a photon energy given by Eq 3-5 while photon energy of 
indirect semiconductor is given by Eq 3-6. Therefore, the indirect recombination is less probable 
than direct recombination. This explains why silicon, which has indirect band gap nature is a 
poor luminescence emitter. 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy is used to observe the radiative recombination. However the 
non-radiative recombination processes compete with radiative processes which in some case may 
prevent photoluminescence. Intermediate states in which they can be radiative or non-radiative, 
can also affect the efficiency of recombination. Samples with impurities involve a variety of 
transitions such as band-to-band, excitonic, and impurity features. Therefore the 
photoluminescence of these samples are typically very rich. The sharpness of the bands and the 
fingerprint nature of each peak emission make photoluminescence spectroscopy a chosen tool for 
material characterization and analysis. 
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3.7.2.1 Photoluminescence Measurement Configuration 
Figure 3-12 shows the configuration used for the photoluminescence measurements throughout 
this research.  Samples are loaded into the Oxford Instruments CF1204 cryostat using a sample 
holder. The temperature in the cryostat was varied from 80 to 300 K (room temperature) using 
and regulated by a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) temperature controller for the 
cryogenic measurements. The temperature is measured with a rhodium-iron resistance 
thermometer. Prior to starting up the measurement, cryostat must be allowed to cool down and 
stabilize to the desired temperature with a continuous flow of nitrogen vapour.  
Photoluminescence measurements were usually performed initially at cryogenics temperature 
(typically 80 or 4.2 K) to prevent the effect of thermal quenching of spectra and reducing the 
thermal broadening of the excited carrier energies which will consequently produce narrower and 
sharper luminescence peaks. Thermal broadening at a temperature T, is approximately kbT where 
kb is Boltzmann’s constant. At room temperature it will give a significant thermal broadening of 
25 meV, which reduces to 6 meV at 77 K and less than 1 meV at liquid-helium temperatures. 
Cooling will also reduce the competing non-radiative paths for recombination which gives higher 
efficiency for the PL process and improves the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The source can be any laser whose photon energy exceeds the band gap of the material to be 
examined and has sufficient power to excite an adequate signal. The luminescence of the 
samples was excited by using a Spectra Physics 2025 continuous-wave argon-ion pump laser at 
514.5 nm with a power of 150 mW. An Ar ion laser was used as it can cover a wide range of the 
spectrum from ultraviolet to the green end of spectrum. This laser operating on its green 514.5 
nm line produces photons at 2.41 eV which exceeds the gaps of pristine silicon structure (1.12 
eV). The laser beam was then passed through an optical chopper with an operating frequency of 
300 Hz. A reference signal from the laser was fed to a phase sensitive amplifier (EG&G lock-in 
amplifier) [82]. 
Samples were then positioned and lenses used to focus the laser beam onto the sample surfaces 
and that the laser beam is terminated in the cryostat with only PL emission continuing through. A 
long pass wavelength filter was placed before the Spec 1704 spectrometer to filter any unwanted 
laser light less than 630 nm. The PL signal passes through the spectrometer which selects the 
wavelength to transmit to a sensitive, liquid-nitrogen-cooled P-I-N germanium photodetector. 
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The resolution of the system, its ability to accurately measure energy, is determined by the slit 
width of the spectrometer. The entrance slit width was adjusted and set to 3 mm to allow more 
light intensity into the spectrometer and hence increase the sensitivity and keeping the required 
resolution. The resolution of 3 mm slitwidth is 4.8 nm. The PL signals from the samples were 
collected and analyzed by the spectrometer but limited to a certain wavelength window by the 
response of the Ge detector. The reference signal from the chopper and the detector signal were 
sent to the lock-in amplifier to increase the signal to noise ratio. 
The measurement results were processed using photoluminescence software written in Microsoft 
QuickBasic language as the interface. The computer system with built-in software was able to 
process the data from the lock-in amplifier and regulate the temperature controller. 
 
 
Figure 3-12 The schematic of the photoluminescence arrangement for PL measurements with Ar+ laser, 
sample inside cryostat, spectrometer and Ge detector.  Lens QF and EL focus the PL signal while filter blocks 
any unwanted laser light. Chopper modulates the light for the lock-in detection. 
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3.7.3 Electroluminescence Measurement 
As a next stage in this project, electroluminescence measurements were carried out on silicon 
light - emitting diodes (LEDs) that have been implanted with carbon and high energy proton 
which will lead to the emission at the G-centre wavelength, 1.28 μm. Similar to 
photoluminescence, electroluminescence is the result of radiative recombination of electrons and 
holes where the excited electrons release their energy in a form of photon. However, photons 
generated through electroluminescence process are due to the electric field or current passing 
through a device under bias.  
Injection electroluminescence is the method of excitation used in this project. When a forward 
bias is applied to the p-n junction, the injection of minority carriers across the junction will 
increase the efficiency of radiative recombination, since electric energy can be converted directly 
into photons. In this work, n-type silicon wafers were implanted with boron to create the p-n 
junction. The process of fabricating silicon LEDs is explained in detail in section 3.6.3.1. 
The electroluminescence mechanism of the G-centre is presented in Figure 3-13. As mentioned 
before, the G-centre is bi-stable and can exist and alternate between two atomic configurations 
‘A’ and ‘B’ which are non-optical and optically active respectively[54]. Both configurations are 
capable of trapping electrons from conduction band to ‘acceptor state’ (which is normally 
unpopulated) or trapping holes from valence band to ‘donor state’. However, the optically active 
‘B’ configuration is usually dominant in silicon. In forward bias, electrons and holes are 
simultaneously injected across the junction which can then be trapped by the G-centre and 
becoming ‘excited’. The trapped electron and hole can recombine directly to produce phononless 
emission at 1280 nm (0.97 eV) or indirectly producing an emission band extending from 1250 to 
1350 nm[78] 
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Figure 3-13 Electroluminescence mechanism of the G-centre showing trapped electrons and holes in 'acceptor 
state' and ‘donor state’ respectively. Also shown is the emission of photon at 0.97 eV (1280nm)[78]. 
 
3.7.3.1 Silicon LED fabrication 
Arsenic was first back-implanted into the n-type silicon wafers as it will give n++-type substrate 
at the back of the samples to enable an ohmic contact with the Al contact. After the carbon 
implantation, boron was implanted to create the p-n junction in the samples. The boron 
implantation will also introduce dislocation loops into the active region of the junctions [2, 12, 
83]. To activate the dopants, samples were annealed in nitrogen ambient. Further details of the 
process will be given in Chapter 6 of the experimental results.  
The surface of the samples needs to be cleaned properly before undergoing further procedures. A 
‘three stage’ cleaning was used to remove the particles/organics impurities from the samples. 
The steps consist of immersing the sample in acetone, then methanol and finally isopropyl-
alcohol (IPA) for approximately 5 minutes at each step. The samples were then rinsed with de-
ionised (DI) water and dried using nitrogen (N2) which expels the majority of the water from the 
surface. An isotropic HydroFluoric (HF)/nitric acid/DI water solution was used to etch the native 
oxide that may be formed on the surface of the silicon samples. This was done by immersing the 
sample in the HF solution for 30 s and rinsing them with DI water. 
Ohmic contacts (metallization) were formed by vacuum evaporation of Al on the p-type region 
and n-type substrate. Vacuum evaporation is one of the methods used to deposit thin films in a 
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highly evacuated chamber in which the material to be evaporated heated electrically as shown in 
Figure 3-14. In high vacuum, only about 0.3% molecules will suffer collision thus making sure 
that the molecular motion is more or less nonrandomized and radiated in straight lines in all 
directions from the source[84, 85]. 
 
Figure 3-14 Schematic diagram of vacuum evaporator to deposit thin film specifically Al on the masked 
wafer. The evaporation source comes from heater that has been applied electricity. The whole process was 
done in evacuated chamber that was controlled by the vacuum pump[84]. 
 
Metallization top and bottom contacts were made using aluminium (Al). The silicon samples 
with appropriate mask were placed on the sample holder that is directly above and at certain 
distance from the material i.e. Al being evaporated. After the process is completed, the vacuum 
was released and the masks can be removed from the wafers. The process will result in a thin, 
uniform film of Al on the exposed part of the wafer, both on the surface and the back contact. 
The area of the contacts was 1 mm2 and 3 mm2 for the top and bottom contacts respectively. The 
ohmic contacts were sintered at 360 ˚C for two minutes. The metallization had to be done prior 
to proton irradiation because the G-centres are known to be annealed away at temperatures above 
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200˚C. A schematic of the final device diagram is shown in Figure 3-15. The device I-V 
characteristics were first measured in a dark enclosure between the back and the front contacts 
before characterised by the electroluminescence (EL) measurements.  
 
 
Electroluminescence and photoluminescence has a similar measurement configuration apart from 
the pumping source. While the electrons in PL measurement are excited by 514 nm green laser, 
the EL measurements were performed under forward bias with a certain amount of current given 
by a function generator. The light is extracted through a window at the back of the samples and 
detected and analyzed by the Ge photodiode and spectrometer respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Al 
Al 
p-type (B-) 
n++-type (As+) 
n-type 
Optically active G-centre 
Dislocation 
loops 
Figure 3-15 A schematic of the light-emitting diode (LED) device. The top and bottom ohmic contacts are 
formed by Al. The infrared light is emitted through the window left in the bottom contact. 
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3.8 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS MEASUREMENT 
 
In this subchapter, several types of structural analysis techniques will be discussed including 
RBS and TEM  
 
3.8.1 Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) 
Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) is based on collisions between atomic nuclei and derives its 
name comes from Lord Ernest Rutherford, who in 1911 was the first to present the concept of 
atoms having nuclei. It is an accurate and powerful thin film depth profiling technique typically 
carried out with 2 MeV He beams.  For a depth profiling of a thicker films, higher energy and 
proton beams are used.  
The technique involves measuring the energy and number of ions in a beam that has 
backscattered after colliding with atoms in the near-surface region of a sample where the beam 
has been targeted. For an example, an ion beam (2 MeV He) is directed into the sample, enters 
the sample while losing its energy to the inelastic collision with electrons, scatters the atomic 
nuclei (losing the energy through kinematics), and finally travels back out (losing energy due to 
inelastic collision with electrons). Since the energy of the backscattered particle is a function of 
its initial energy, the kinematic factor, K and depth of the scattering event in the sample, the 
energy spectrum obtained from RBS reveals details of the atomic mass, elemental concentration 
and depth distribution of the analysed layer.  
RBS is usually used to determine the concentration of trace elements that are heavier than the 
major constituents of the substrate and to generate a quantitative depth profile of the upper 1 to 2 
μm of the sample. Alignment (channelling) of the ion beam with the crystallographic axes of a 
sample permits crystal damage and lattice locations of impurities to be quantitatively measured 
and depth profiled. The primary applications of RBS are the quantitative depth profiling of thin 
film structures, crystallinity, dopants, and impurities. 
RBS and RBS channelling experiments were performed in this thesis to analyse the damage 
distribution caused by the silicon interstitials and to quantify defect production due to the carbon 
and high energy proton implantation. The equipment used was a 2MV Tandetron accelerator 
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from High Voltage Engineering Europe at the University of Surrey Ion Beam Centre. The depth 
profile can be extracted automatically from RBS spectra using the Surrey IBA DataFurnace 
software. The IBA Data Furnace fits the data to elemental depth profiles using a simulated 
annealing algorithm [86]. For more in depth information about RBS, the reader is advised to read 
[87] and the references within. However, it is important to understand the main concepts of RBS 
which will be explained in the next sub-chapter 
3.8.1.1 Kinematic factor 
The kinematic factor KF relates the energy of the projectile after collision with the energy of the 
incident beam. This parameter gives the information about the collision such as the mass of the 
ion causing the backscattering and what type of atom causes the backscattering simply by 
considering the laws of conservation (energy and momentum). When the projectile (high energy 
particle from the incident beam) with mass m and energy Einitial collides with a stationary target 
atom nucleus of mass M, energy is transferred to the atom. The ratio of final energy, Efinal to 
initial energy Einitial is termed as the kinematic factor and shown in Equation 3-7. 
                                                              Eq 3-7 
 
The atomic mass of the target atom from which the particles were backscattered can be obtained 
from the product KF.Einitial. This is possible since the projectile mass, m its initial energy and the 
detector angle θ are readily known from the experiment. 
 
3.8.1.2 Probability of collision (scattering cross-section) 
When the particles of the incident beam hit the target, only a fraction will backscattered from the 
target atom into the detector placed at angle θ. The probability of this occurrence dσ/dΩ depends 
on a number of different parameters such as the atomic number of projectile (Z1) and target atom 
(Z2), the energy of the projectile before scattering E, the scattering angle θ, and the masses M and 
m. The He+ ions are typically used for RBS because heavier target atoms will result in higher 
differential scattering cross-sections.  
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3.8.1.3 Average energy loss (stopping cross-section) 
We have discussed in section 3.7.1.1 that at the surface of the sample, backscattered projectile 
energy Efinal can be obtained by considering the kinematic factor KF and the energy of the 
incident beam, Einitial. After collision at the surface quantifies the energy loss suffered by the 
projectile in and out of the sample. This determines the depth of the scattering event, hence 
obtain a depth distribution. However, when the ion penetrates the target before and after 
backscattering, the energy loss (with a stopping cross-section ε) for the inward and outward 
journey within the target must be also accounted for. By analysing the difference in energy loss 
between the two projectiles at the front and rear surfaces of a layer, the thickness (in energy 
terms) can be determined. 
3.8.1.4 Energy straggling of mass and depth 
Energy straggling is the final concept for RBS that is due to the random movement of the ion 
collisions within the target. This results in the fluctuation of the energy loss between individual 
projectiles that have the same initial energy. The statistical fluctuation of the energy loss puts a 
limitation on the depth and mass resolution of the technique. 
3.8.1.5 Reading an RBS spectrum 
Interpretation of an RBS spectrum can be performed visually. It is important to understand that 
RBS can be run in two modes, random and chanelling as given in Figure 3-16. These two modes 
give information about the structure and damage profiles of the target. However, in this work, 
only the chanelling mode was utilized and is the basis of the work used in chapter 5. In this 
analysis, the structure of silicon co-implanted with carbon, energy or both will be compared to a 
perfect silicon crystal.  
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Figure 3-16 Comparison of aligned (channelled) and random spectra from a perfect (a) and disordered (b) 
crystal substrates. Illustrating how a combination of spectra can be used to examine the quality and level of 
disorder of the crystal structure[73] 
 
Chanelling occurs when the incident ion beam is aligned with the orientation of the crystal 
lattice, thus resulting in low backscattering probability. In a perfect crystal with no damage or 
defect within the channels, the output RBS spectra will look like figure 3-16 (a). A disordered 
lattice cause by the damage in the crystal will increase the ion yield with output spectra shows in 
figure 3.16 (b). 
3.8.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an imaging technique that utilizes energetic 
electrons which provides morphologic (size, shape and arrangement of particles that make up the 
sample), compositional and crystallographic (sample atomic arrangement, detection of defects in 
the sample) information on samples. As mentioned before, Rutherford backscattering 
spectrometry (RBS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques were used to 
correlate the optical and structural properties of the G-centre formed by ion implantation. In 
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particular, TEM was utilized to characterize the type and composition of damage present in the 
samples.  
The basic principles of TEM are similar to the light sourced-microscope but instead, it uses 
electrons as the ‘light-source’ thus enabling a significantly higher resolution than the light 
microscope due to the lower wavelength. It uses electromagnetic lenses to focus the electron into 
a very thin beam. Electrons emitted from the top of the microscope travel through the vacuum 
and samples. As the beam passes through it is affected by the structures and objects on the slide. 
Depending on the density of the material present, some of the electrons are scattered and 
disappear from the beam. The unscattered electrons hit a fluorescent screen at the bottom of the 
microscope and gives rise to a ‘shadow image’ with its different parts displayed in varied 
darkness according to their density. The magnified image is projected onto a phosphor screen to 
be studied directly by the operator or photographed with a camera. 
TEM analysis in this work was not undertaken by the author but interested readers can refer to 
[88] for more detailed review. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS I; OPTIMISATION OF CARBON 
IMPLANT AND PROTON IRRADIATION 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This following chapter presents the experimental details and photoluminescence results that have 
led to optimization results of the carbon and proton implant for the G-centre formation in silicon 
samples. Four sets of samples were used for the photoluminescence measurements. The first 
three sets used to investigate the G-centre peak and other possible peaks in the carbon implanted, 
proton irradiated samples at cryogenic temperature, 80 K. By increasing the carbon 
concentration, luminescence at bistable carbon substitutional– carbon-interstitial (CsCi) 
complex, G-centre is also increased and comparable to the band gap luminescence. The high 
energy proton irradiation to the surface of the materials was performed to deliver a controlled 
amount of point defect damage uniformly and to help in creation of radiative centres especially 
the G-centre. Temperature dependence measurements have also been conducted to observe the 
well-known quenching of the luminescence peaks. 
A set of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) samples have also been prepared with the same method as the 
aforementioned silicon samples. They were then compared with the silicon samples in terms of 
the G-centre’s peak luminescence intensity. 
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4.2 PHOTOLUMINESCENCE MEASUREMENT OF PRE-AMORPHISED AND 
CRYSTALLINE SILICON SAMPLES 
 
4.2.1 PL analysis of irradiation energy of 0.5 to 2 MeV range from 5×1010 to 5×1012 H cm-2 
 
The experiment was performed using 54 samples of n-type silicon wafers (100) with resistivity 
of ~ 10 Ω cm-1 and manufacturer-specified residual carbon content of 2.5×1016 cm−3. 30 samples 
were pre-amorphised with 2×1015 cm-2 of germanium at 180 keV and the remaining were 
crystalline silicon samples. Samples were then implanted with different doses of carbon while 
some were kept undoped for reference, first at 30 keV and followed by implantation at 10 keV. 
The double implantations were done to construct a reasonably flat carbon profile thus ensuring 
better uniformity of carbon concentration along the depth of samples. The carbon concentration 
after both implantations ranges from 2×1017 to 2×1020 cm-3 calculated using SUSPRE software. 
The example of SUSPRE simulation (code developed by Webb[89]) is shown in Figure 4-1 for a 
carbon concentration of 2×1019 cm-3. The doping was conducted using a 1090 Danfysik ion 
implanter in the Ion Beam Centre at the University of Surrey. 
The highest implanted carbon dose in this experiment (2×1020 cm-3) is approximately 8000 times 
higher than the manufacturer-specified carbon content of 2.5×1016cm-3. All implantation were 
carried out at 7° from normal to minimize the channeling effects. The samples were further 
annealed at high temperature (1000 ºC for 20 seconds) using a rapid thermal processing step with 
continuing flow of pure N2 gas. This is to allow the solid phase epitaxial growth of silicon, repair 
the lattice damage to the crystals and activate the implanted carbon atoms. 
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Figure 4-1 A SUSPRE simulation for silicon lattice double implanted with carbon, first at energy of 30 keV 
with carbon dose of 2×1014 cm-2 followed by 10 keV with carbon dose of 5.5×1013 cm-2. The black line refers to 
the approximate concentration of the carbon implant while the red line shows the energy loss by carbon due 
to electronic and nuclear collision along the depth of the silicon. The double implantation gives a 
concentration of carbon of approximately 2×1019 cm-3 as shown in the graph.    
 
Proton irradiation of the samples’ surface were done by implanting hydrogen ions (H+) using the 
Van De Graff ion accelerator. Proton irradiation is one of the vital steps which helps to form the 
silicon interstitials, I. It is readily established as Watkins displacement reaction, that most Is are 
readily trapped by substitutional carbons Cs which will then be pushed to the interstitial sites, CI 
[59]. The reaction can be described by; 
Cs + I → CI 
The defect is unstable at room temperature and often reacts with OI and Cs to form CiOi and CiCs 
respectively. The doses of hydrogen were 5×1010 cm-2, 5×1011 cm-2, 5×1012 cm-2 with implanting 
energy ranging from 0.5 to 2 MeV. Unirradiated samples both from crystalline and pre-
amorphised silicon were also kept for reference. PL measurements were performed at 80 K 
across the 1.0–1.7 µm spectral region with samples mounted in a continuous flow liquid nitrogen 
cryostat. The PL was excited by an Ar-ion laser line at 514.5 nm at a power density of ~ 5 mW 
mm-2. The measurement accuracy for all PL measurements done in this research is in order of ~ 
5-10 %.  
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In the results section below, silicon samples without the pre-amorphisation stage will be called 
crystalline samples.  
4.2.1.1 PL measurement results for crystalline samples 
Figure 4-2 shows the PL response (a.u.) for crystalline samples implanted with carbon at 
concentrations of 2×1017 to 2×1020 cm-3 and irradiated with protons ranging from 5×1010 to 
5×1012 cm-2 at energies of 0.5 to 2 MeV. The highest peak intensity of the G-center (1280 nm) 
which is 108.5 (a.u.) was obtained with a carbon dose of 2×1019 cm-3 and a proton irradiation of 2 
MeV energy at 5×1012 cm-2 (Figure 4-2e). This finding concludes that the highest proton dose 
and energy in this particular experiment result in the highest G-center peak. However, the highest 
carbon dose at 2×1020 cm-3 gave a broad main peak at 1602 nm at all proton irradiation condition. 
The high amount of carbon presence in the silicon lattice may cause segregation of excess 
interstitials and form carbon-related clusters which give luminescence at around ~1600 nm. 
Another significant luminescence feature is observed at 1574 nm, which is the C-line attributed 
to carbon-oxygen (CiOi) and was observed at most carbon implant and proton irradiation 
conditions except at a carbon concentration of 2×1020 cm-3, the highest carbon dose.  Silicon 
band edge luminescence was really high with samples with no proton irradiation (Figure 4-2a) 
and at the lowest proton irradiation fluence (Figure 4-2c) but reduced drastically at higher proton 
irradiation conditions. 
Figure 4-3 shows the three main peak intensity of crystalline sample a) G-centre (1280 nm, 0.98 
eV), C-centre (1574 nm, 0.79 eV) and unidentified peak at 1602 nm with the same implant 
condition as Figure 4-2. For the G-centre with proton irradiation at 2 MeV of Figure 4-3 a)i), 
proton irradiation of 5×1012 cm-2, the peak intensity continues to increase with implanted carbon 
concentration until 2×1019 cm-3 which gave the highest peak intensity at 108.51 (a.u.) before 
decreasing again at a carbon concentration of 2x1020 cm-3. Proton irradiation at 5×1010 cm-2 and 
5×1011 cm-2 have the same profile with highest peak intensity obtained at a carbon dose of 
2×1018 cm-3 with values of 38.3 (a.u.) and 58 (a.u.) respectively. Figure 4.3 a)ii) shows the peak 
intensity of the G-centre irradiated with 5×1011 cm-2 at different energies range from 0.5 to 2 
MeV. We obtained highest peak intensity when irradiated at energy of 1 MeV with the peak 
intensity of 75.5 (a.u.). However, the overall intensities are still small in value compared to when 
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irradiated with higher proton fluence. 
Other peak intensity profiles of the C line and the broad peak at 1602 nm continued to increase at 
higher carbon dose. The highest peak intensity for C line was obtained with proton irradiation of 
5×1012 cm-2 at 2 MeV, which was the same implant condition as the G-centre with intensity of 66 
(a.u.). In Figure 4-3 b) i) and ii) the C line was not observed at lower proton doses and at proton 
energy of 0.5 and 2 MeV. As stated before, the broad peak at 1602 nm is the highest at 2×1020 
cm-3 of carbon with an intensity of 84.1 (a.u.) when irradiated with 0.5 MeV, 5×1011 cm-2 of 
proton. 
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Figure 4-2 Photoluminescence spectrum of crystalline silicon samples at different carbon concentration 
(2×1017 to 2×1020 cm-3) that have been irradiated with protons with energy ranging from 0.5  to 2 MeV at 
hydrogen doses of 5×1010 to 5×1012 cm-2. The G and C centre peak position are shown in Graph 4-2(b). 
 
G 
C 
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Figure 4-3 Graphs of peak intensity of crystalline silicon samples at a) 1280 nm (G-centre), b) 1574 nm (C-
centre), and c) 1602 nm as a function of implanted carbon concentration on samples for i) different proton 
irradiation dose at 2 MeV ranging from 5×1010 to 5×1012 cm-2 and ii) different proton irradiation energy at 
5×1011 cm-2 ranging from 0.5 to 2 MeV. 
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4.2.1.2 PL measurement results for pre-amorphised samples 
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Figure 4-4 Photoluminescence spectrum of pre-amorphised samples at different carbon concentration (2×1017 
to 2×1020 cm-3) that have been irradiated with protons with energy ranging from 0.5 to 2 MeV at hydrogen 
fluence of 5×1010 to 5×1012 cm-2. 
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Figure 4-5 Showing graph of peak intensity of pre-amorphised silicon samples at a) 1280nm (G-centre) and b) 
1574nm (C-centre), as a function of implanted carbon concentration on samples for i) different proton 
irradiation doses at 2 MeV ranging from 5×1010 to 5×1012 cm-2 and ii) different proton irradiation energy at 
5×1011 cm-2 ranging from 0.5 to 2 MeV. 
 
Figure 4-4 shows the PL response for samples pre-amorphised with 2×1015 cm-2 of germanium at 
180 keV implanted with carbon at concentrations of 2×1017 to 2×1020 cm-3 and irradiated with 
protons ranging from 5×1010 to 5×1012 cm-2 at energies of 0.5 to 2 MeV. Samples with no 
implanted carbon were also measured as a reference. Sharp G-centre peaks were present at most 
of the implant conditions except Figure 4-4 a) when no proton irradiation took place. Broad 
luminescence peaks at 1520 nm were observed at samples with lowest carbon dose, 2×1017 cm-3 
but no proton implant. The unidentified 1520 nm peak might be related to a D line with the 
presence of dislocations in silicon [90]. This peak will not be discussed in depth as the main 
concern is to investigate the G-centre and other consistent peaks at higher implant conditions. 
The peaks related to the C line at 1574 nm were also observed on graphs b, d, e and f. Another 
significant peak at 1346 nm is found in most of the implant conditions. Silicon band edge 
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luminescence was almost absent except in Figure 4-4a when no proton irradiation occurred. 
 
Figure 4-5 shows graphs of the main peak intensity of pre-amorphised silicon samples at a) 1280 
nm (G-centre) and b) 1574 nm (C-centre), as a function of implanted carbon concentration on 
samples for i) different proton irradiation doses at 2 MeV ranging from 5×1010 to 5×1012 cm-2 
and ii) different proton irradiation energies 5×1011 cm-2 ranging from 0.5 to 2 MeV. The highest 
G-centre emission was found in the sample implanted with 2×1017 cm-3 of carbon and irradiated 
with 0.5 MeV, 5×1011 cm-2 proton (Figure 4-5) a) ii). However, the peak intensity with the same 
carbon implantation at 2 MeV, 5×1012 cm-2 protons (Figure 4-5) a) i) is similar at 21 (a.u.). Both 
of the graphs have the same pattern with highest peak intensity at lowest carbon concentration 
and eventually decrease with carbon concentration. The G-centre peak is missing in graph a) i) at 
carbon concentration of 2×1018 and 2×1020 cm-3 with proton dose of 5×1010 cm-2. 
 
Contrary to the G-centre profile, the C line peak continued to increase with carbon concentration 
for both graph 4-5b) i and )ii but mostly disappeared at proton doses of 5×1010 and 5×1011 cm-2. 
The highest C line peak intensity was observed on the sample with 2×1020 cm-3 carbons and 
irradiated at 2 MeV, 5×1012 cm-2 protons. 
 
From the results in this section, the point-defect luminescence especially form the G-centre is 
significantly higher in crystalline samples compared to the pre-amorphised samples (Figure 4-3 
and 4-5). This is due to the end-of-range (EOR) damage layer in pre-amorphised samples which 
contains varieties of defects that will compete with the G-centre complexes thus resulting in 
various weak peaks in the PL spectrum. 
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4.2.2 PL analysis at proton irradiation energy of 2 MeV with doses range from 5×1012 to 
5×1015 H cm-2  
4.2.2.1 PL measurement results for crystalline samples 
The second set of PL measurements is the continuation of the first set measured before. Previous 
results showed that relatively high luminescence especially at the G-centre for both crystalline 
and pre-amorphised samples were obtained from samples with highest proton dose and energy 
i.e. proton irradiation energy and dose at 2 MeV, 5×1012 cm-2 respectively. Therefore, the second 
set of samples was irradiated with protons at 2 MeV with proton fluences range from 5×1013 cm-2 
to 5x1015 cm-2. The other parameters remain the same as before. Samples with proton dose of 
5×1012 cm-2 and at energy of 2 MeV were re-measured to ensure the results uniformity and that 
both sets can be compared directly. 
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Figure 4-6 Photoluminescence spectra measured at 80 K of crystalline samples that have been irradiated with 
2 MeV protons ranging from 5×1012 to 5×1015cm-2 at different concentrations of carbon (in cm-3). All the 
graphs show the same strong luminescence at 1280 nm except for graph d, which has the highest proton 
fluence at 5×1015cm-2. Other strong luminescences were also observed in most samples at 1346 nm and 1570 
nm. 
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Figure 4-7 Graphs of photoluminescence peak intensity of crystalline samples at a) 1280 nm (G-centre) and b) 
1574nm (C-centre) as a function of implanted carbon concentration for different proton irradiation dose 
ranging from 5x1012 to 5x1015 cm-2. 
 
Figure 4-6 shows the PL response of crystalline samples that have been irradiated with 2 MeV 
protons ranging from 5x1012 to 5x1015cm-2 at different concentrations of carbon (in cm-3). In this 
experiment, the PL response graphs look more ‘clean’ with only several other weak peaks. All 
the graphs show the same sharp luminescence at the G-centre peak, 1280 nm except when 
irradiated with the highest proton irradiation fluence, 5×1015 cm-2 (Figure 4-6d). Samples 
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irradiated with these protons are dominated by a broad peak at around 1550 nm. Analysis of the 
peak position at this unidentified luminescence centre will be presented later in this report.   
 
Another carbon related centre, the C-centre was observed at most implant conditions except at a 
proton dose of 5×1015 cm-2 (Figure 4-6d). There are also peaks at 1346 nm and 1304 nm. The 
peak at 1304 nm was believed to be a phonon replica of the G-centre peak. Interestingly at 
highest proton irradiation fluence, the peak related to aggregation of silicon self-interstitials (I) or 
the W-centre[66] at 1220 nm started to appear including in the sample with no implanted carbon 
indicating the presence of excess self-interstitials (I) in the sample.  
 
Figure 4-7 shows the analysis of peak intensity for two main peaks a) the G-centre (1280 nm) 
and b) the C-centre (1574nm) with increasing carbon concentration in the samples irradiated 
with different proton fluence, ranging from 5×1012 to 5×1015 cm-2. The highest G-centre peak 
intensity obtained from this set of measurement (226.74) a.u. is observed in the sample with 
carbon concentration of 2×1019 cm-3, irradiated at 2MeV with proton fluence of up to 5×1013 cm-
2. This peak intensity is 2 times higher than the first set measured. Generally, the G-centre peak 
will increase with carbon concentration up until 2×1019 cm-3 when it decreases again at 2×1020 
cm-3. Proton irradiation at 5×1013 cm-2 gave all main peaks higher intensity among other proton 
fluences. 
 
The peak intensity for the C line increased with the carbon concentration with the highest (31.2) 
at a carbon dose of 2×1020 cm-3 and irradiated at 2MeV with protons at 5x1014 cm-2. The 
presence of the carbon related centres, G and C peaks in samples with no implanted carbon were 
due to carbon naturally present in the wafer which have concentrations around ~ 1017 cm-3.   
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4.2.2.2 PL measurement result for pre-amorphised samples 
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Figure 4-8 Photoluminescence spectrum of pre-amorphised samples that have been irradiated with 2 MeV 
proton ranging from 5×1012 - 5×1015 cm-2 at different concentration of carbon (in cm-3). All the graphs show 
the same strong luminescence at 1280 nm except for graph d, which has the highest proton fluence. Other 
strong luminescences were also observed in most samples at 1346 nm and 1570 nm. 
 
Figure 4-8 shows the PL spectrum of pre-amorphised samples that have been irradiated with 2 
MeV protons ranging from 5×1012 - 5×1015cm-2 at different concentration of carbon (in cm-3). 
Sharp G-centre peaks were observed in most of the samples. However, ‘clean’ PL profiles were 
only obtained from proton irradiation of 5×1013 cm-2 and 5×1014cm-2 while proton irradiation 
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samples at 5x1015cm-2 gave the same broad peak at around 1550 nm as observed in crystalline 
samples. 
The C-centre peak at 1574 nm was also observed in most of the samples except samples 
irradiated with 5×1015 cm-2 of protons. Another interesting observation is the PL response profile 
of the sample implanted with carbon dose of 2×1020 cm-3 and irradiated with 5×1014 cm-2. It 
does not follow the PL response profile of the other samples with the same proton fluence. The 
response was dominated by the broad peak at 1550 nm. 
 
 
Figure 4-9 Showing photoluminescence peak intensity of pre-amorphised samples at a) 1280 nm (G-centre), 
b) 1574 nm (C-centre) as a function of implanted carbon concentration for different proton irradiation 
fluencies. 
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Figure 4-9 shows the analysis of peak intensity for two main peaks a) the G-centre (1280 nm) 
and b) the C-centre (1574 nm) with increasing carbon concentration in the samples irradiated 
with different proton fluence, ranging from 5×1012 to 5×1015 cm-2. The highest G-centre peak 
obtained from this set of measurements is 68.5 (a.u). observed in the sample with a carbon 
concentration of to 2×1017 cm-3 irradiated at 2 MeV with proton fluence of to 5×1013 cm-2. The 
G-centre peak intensity seems to decrease with carbon concentration in pre-amorphised samples 
except for samples irradiated with 5×1015 cm-2 of proton which shows the opposite trend. Proton 
irradiation at 5×1013 cm-2 gave higher intensities compared to other proton fluences. 
 
There is no general trend to predict the peak intensity of the C-line for different proton fluences. 
The highest intensity for this centre was obtained in the sample implanted with 2×1020 cm-3 of 
carbon and irradiated at 2 MeV with 5×1014 cm-2 of protons with peak intensity of 31 (a.u.).  
 
After measuring the PL intensities for both sets, it can be concluded that crystalline samples 
generally gave much higher PL intensities compared to pre-amorphised samples with the same 
implant conditions. The highest G-centre peak from crystalline samples is 226.7 (a.u.) while in 
pre-amorphised sample is 68.5 (a.u.). 
 
4.2.3 Samples with carbon dose ranging from 1.4×1018 to 1×1019 cm-3 and irradiated with 
proton with fluence of 5×1012 to 3×1014 H cm-2 
Crystalline silicon samples from previous measurement were proven to have significantly higher 
PL than pre-amorphised samples of the same implant conditions. Therefore, this following set 
has been prepared by using only crystalline samples which total up to 18 samples. The samples 
were double implanted with carbon at 30 and 10 keV to achieve a flat carbon profile with bulk 
concentrations at 1.4×1018, 4×1018 and 1×1019 cm-3. They were then annealed at 1000 ºC for 20 
seconds, the same conditions as before. Proton irradiations at 2 MeV were carried out with 
fluences ranging from 5×1012 to 3×1014 cm-2. Such doses of carbon and proton were selected so 
as to investigate the PL intensity (80 K) at intermediate doses. This was to ensure the highest 
peak intensities of any mentioned point-defect centers (G, W, and C) at intermediate doses were 
not neglected. 
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Figure 4-10 PL response of crystalline samples at 80 K that have been irradiated with different doses of 
proton from 5×1012 – 3×1014 cm-2 at different concentrations of carbon (in cm-3) which are a) 1.4 ×1018 cm-3 b) 
4 ×1018 cm-3 and c) 1×1019 cm-3. All the graphs show the same strong luminescence at 1280 nm (G-center). 
Other significant peak luminescence such as C line (1574 nm) was also observed in most of the samples. 
 
Figure 4-10 shows the PL response for crystalline samples that have been implanted with carbon 
at concentrations of a) 1.4×1018 cm-3 b) 4×1018 cm-3 and c) 1×1019 cm-3, irradiated with proton 
which fluence ranging from 5×1012 cm-2 to 3×1014 cm-2. The results of this measurement showed 
a tremendous improvement of the G-centre peak for most of the samples with intensities that 
were higher than 200 (a.u). The PL response at every implant condition exhibits a ‘clean’ profile 
with a sharp G center peak dominating every spectrum. The C line peak was also present for all 
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of the samples. However the intensity is consider a bit weaker when comparing with the sharp 
peak at the G-centre. Other peaks observed were at 1304 nm, 1346 nm which are believed to be 
phonon replicas of the G-center and a weak peak at 1603 nm. 
 
 
Figure 4-11 Shows the PL peak intensity of crystalline samples observed at a) 1280 nm (G-centre) and b) 1574 
nm (C-line) as a function of proton irradiation fluence from 5×1012 - 3×1014cm-2. The measurements were 
taken at 80 K. 
 
Figure 4-11 shows the PL intensities for two main peaks a) the G-centre (1280 nm) and b) at 
1574 nm as a function of proton irradiation fluences. The samples had been implanted with 
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carbon at 1.4×1018, 4×1018 and 1×1019 cm-3. The highest peak intensity for the G-centre is 231.8 
(a.u.) obtained from the sample implanted with 1×1019 cm-3 of carbon and 3×1014 cm-2 protons. 
However a relatively high intensity of the G-centre was also observed at other proton irradiation 
doses regardless of the carbon concentration. 
 
C line peaks at 1574 nm were observed to have a highest peak when implanted with 1×1019 cm-3 
and irradiated with 5×1014 cm-2 of proton. This gave the peak intensity at 44 (a.u.). All samples 
with different carbon implantation followed mostly the same trend with highest C peak was 
observed when samples were irradiated with protons at 3×1013 cm-2. 
 
4.2.4 Peak analysis at 1280 nm (G-centre), 1574 nm (C-line) and 1220 nm (W-line) 
4.2.4.1 The G-centre 
We recall that mobile single self-interstitials (I) are created when protons are irradiated upon the 
silicon samples. This self-interstitial will be captured by an immobile substitutional carbon (Cs) 
defect which gives rise to another complex formation consisting of one Si atom and one carbon 
atom sharing the same lattice site. This complex is usually referred as interstitial carbon (CI) and 
is highly mobile[59]. A mobile CI is then binds with another CS forming an immobile complex 
labeled CICs which is the G-center point defect[91].  
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Figure 4-12 The G-centre peak intensities for all samples measured at 80 K as a function of carbon dose (cm-
3) at different fluence of proton irradiation (cm-2). All proton irradiations were done at an energy of 2 MeV. 
 
By introducing high doses of implanted carbon followed by proton irradiation at high energy into 
bulk Si samples, it proved that the G-center peak can be increased significantly compared to that 
previously reported while still maintaining the high intensity at 80 K [6-8].The G-center reported 
from the mentioned references only have been measured at cryogenics temperature of 4.2 K and 
25 K. The significant increment of the G-center peak intensity was due to the proton irradiation 
method which activated the highly mobile self-interstitials consequently forming CICs complex 
of G-center.  
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Figure 4-13 Photoluminescence spectra measured at 80 K of silicon samples implanted to 2×1019 cm-3 C and 
annealed at 1000 ° C for 20 s, followed by 2 MeV proton irradiation at different doses. The proton doses (cm-2 
) are indicated. The positions of the W-, G- and C-centers are also shown. The inset is a higher resolution 
spectrum across the G-center zero phonon line, also taken at 80 K; its FWHM is 2.35 nm[92]. 
 
The inset in Figure 4-13 is a higher resolution (0.32 nm) spectrum taken across the G-center zero 
phonon line which shows a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 2.35 nm, which is expected 
at this measurement temperature (80 K)[92]. 
Figure 4-12 shows the G-centre peak intensity of all the samples from previous measurements 
irradiated with protons at 2 MeV. The samples were implanted with carbon ranging from 2×1017 
to 2×1020 cm-3 which were then annealed at 1000 ºC for 20 seconds. After that, the samples were 
irradiated with high energy protons at 2 MeV with fluences ranging from 5×1012 to 5×1015 cm-2. 
The general trend is for the peak intensity to continue to increase up until 2×1019 cm-3 and then 
go down again at the highest carbon dose. The highest carbon concentration may set the limit of 
CICs complex formed in the lattice site with aggregation of excessive carbon atoms which may 
cause another point defect complex. Highest proton irradiated samples at 5×1015 cm-2 were 
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observed to have the lowest peak intensity compared with other fluences where some of the G 
peaks disappeared. This concludes that high proton irradiation leads to more damage to the 
lattice that are not related to the formation of G-centre. This is proven by observing the PL 
response graph where the majority of samples irradiated with 5×1015 cm-2 of proton possessed 
main broad peaks at ~1600 nm while the G-centre peaks were weaker. 
Implanted carbon samples at 4×1018 cm-3 have most of the G-centre peaks at around or above 
200 (a.u.). This result is important in order to choose the optimum implant condition to prepare 
the SOI samples later. The highest peak intensity however, is observed in sample with 1×1019 
cm-3 of carbon and 3×1014 cm-2 protons with intensity of 232 (a.u). 
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Figure 4-14 The G-centre PL peak intensity measured at 80 K as a function of proton dose (all implants at 2 
MeV) for different carbon concentration samples. The carbon concentrations (cm-3) are indicated[92]. 
 
Figure 4-14 shows the G-centre peak intensity plotted as a function of proton dose (2 MeV) for 
four main concentrations of carbons ranging from 2×1017 to 2×1020 cm-3. As stated before, the G-
centre formation is enhanced by providing additional carbon by implantation and rapid annealing 
and additional silicon self-interstitials from the host lattice disruption due to proton irradiation. 
For all carbon concentrations except the lowest, the G-centre peak intensity increases with proton 
fluence up to a dose of ~5×1013 cm-2 after which it drops rapidly. 
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The general trends can be explained by considering the several parallel processes occurring. The 
formation of self-interstitials after proton irradiation gives the initial increase in the G-centre 
peak. The highest peak intensity of the lowest carbon dose at 2×1017 cm-3 is reached earlier, as all 
the available substitutional carbon has been incorporated in the G-centre. Higher proton 
irradiation in this sample then reduces the G-center intensity as a result of increased non-
radiative recombination from proton related damage centers. The higher carbon concentration 
samples require a higher proton dose to provide sufficient silicon interstitials.  
 
4.2.4.2 The C-centre 
The C-centre is an optically active point-defect which is formed when a carbon-rich silicon 
sample is irradiated with high energy particles such as protons or electrons. It is composed of one 
interstitial carbon CI, and interstitial oxygen OI which is also known as the CI OI complex. The C 
line gives a zero-phonon, sharp luminescence at 1574 nm (0.79 eV)[93]. 
Luminescence of the C-line has been observed throughout the photoluminescence measurements 
in almost all samples except when samples were irradiated with the highest proton dose at 5×1015 
cm-2. Excessive protons produce more self-interstitials which may aggregate and form damage 
clusters that give a broad peak around 1400 to 1700 nm. Moreover, the intensities of the C-line 
depend on the amount of carbon interstitials produced after the proton irradiation and limited by 
the amount of carbon implanted. Generally, the C-line’s peak intensities increased with carbon 
concentration. The highest intensity is 44 (a.u) is observed when the silicon sample was 
implanted with 1×1019 cm-3 of carbon and irradiated with protons at 3×1013 cm-2.  
However, the C-centre’s peak intensities are considered weak and not as strong as the G-centre 
peak intensities. This shows that most carbons implanted were forming CICs complex with 
substitutional carbons thus forming the G-centre while the remaining interstitials carbon 
complexes with interstitials oxygen to form the C-centre. 
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4.2.4.3 The W-centre 
A weak W-line peak intensity has also been observed in both pre-amorphised and crystalline 
samples when irradiated with 2 MeV, 5×1015 cm-2 dose of protons. The W-line gives a zero 
phonon line emission at 1220 nm (1.018eV) and is attributed to silicon self-interstitial (I) small 
clusters [94, 95]. In both crystalline and pre-amorphised samples in which the W-line’s peak 
were observed, the dominant peak is a broad luminescence at around 1550 nm. It is believed to 
be the D1 line peak caused by the dislocations formed by the agglomeration of self-interstitials I 
during annealing of radiation-damaged silicon[96]. The G-centre peak intensities were however 
suppressed. This behaviour can be explained by understanding the role of self-interstitials Sii, in 
the lattice. The high proton fluence irradiated into the carbon-implanted sample causes excess 
self-interstitials in the lattice which tend to aggregate with each other rather than forming another 
complex with carbon to give the G-centre peak intensities. This will be later confirmed using 
RBS and TEM analysis in chapter 5. 
 
4.2.5 PL analysis of crystalline samples measured at different temperatures. 
Four samples from previous measurements were selected to undergo the PL measurement at 
different cryostat temperatures. The samples each have their own distinct main peak which 
luminescence at different wavelength. The main objective of this temperature measurement is to 
investigate the existence of the main peak with temperature. The cryostat temperature was 
controlled by setting the desired temperature using the temperature controller. Figure 4-15 shows 
the a) PL profile of first sample with different measurement temperature and b) the G-centre 
peak luminescence intensity of the main of the crystalline sample with 2×1019 cm-3 of carbon and 
5×1014 cm-2 protons. Figure 4-15 and 4-16 show the same graph as before but with crystalline 
samples of 2×1020 cm-3 carbon dose, irradiated with proton at 5×1012 cm-2 and 5×1015 cm-2 
respectively. The same PL response profile and peak intensity graph is shown in Figure 4-17 for 
a pre-amorphised sample with carbon concentration of 2×1019 cm-3 and proton irradiation dose of 
5×1013 cm-2.  
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Figure 4-15 shows the a) PL spectra of the sample with the different measurement temperatures from 80 to 
140 K and b) luminescence intensity of the G and C-centres’ peaks for crystalline sample with 2×1019cm-3 of 
carbon and 5×1014 cm-2 protons. The luminescence especially of the G-centre peak quenches rapidly when the 
temperature increased from 80 to 90 K. 
 
The G-centre peak intensities quickly fell from 199 (a.u.) when measured at 80 K to 52 (a.u.) 
measured at 90 K as shown in Figure 4-14 and completely disappeared at 200 K. The sample was 
implanted with 2×1019 cm-3 of carbon followed by protons irradiation at 5×1014 cm-2. Other 
observed peaks followed the same trend as the G-centre peak intensities.  
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Figure 4-16 shows the a) PL spectra of the sample with different measurement temperatures from 80 to 220 K 
and b) luminescence intensity of the main peaks for the crystalline sample with 2×1020 cm-3 of carbon and 
5×1012 cm-2 protons. The highest peak intensity of this sample is a broad peak at 1600 nm whose intensity 
decrease gradually with temperature and started to quench more rapidly at 140 K. 
 
The sample used in Figure 4-16 was implanted with 2×1020 cm-3 of carbon followed by protons 
irradiation at 5×1012 cm-2. This implant condition results in the highest broad peak at 1600 nm. 
The peak intensity at 1600 nm is 82 (a.u.) when measured at 80 K and fell gradually until 120 K. 
At temperature of 140 K, the 1600 nm peak intensity fell sharply to 44 (a.u.). On the other hand, 
the G-centre’s peak intensities decrease uniformly with temperature and disappeared at 110 K.  
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Figure 4-17 shows the a) PL spectra of the sample with different measurement temperature from 80 to 200 K 
and b) luminescence intensity of the main peaks for crystalline sample with 2×1020  cm-3 of carbons and 5×1015 
cm-2 protons. The highest peak of this sample is a broad peak at 1550 nm whose intensity decreases uniformly 
with temperature and started to disappear at 140 K. 
 
The dominant peak in the sample implanted with 2×1020 cm-3 of carbons and 5×1015 cm-2 of 
protons is the broad peak at 1550 nm (Figure 4-17). The highest peak for this wavelength is 72.4 
(a.u.) measured at 80 K which subsequently decreases uniformly until completely disappearing at 
200 K. However, the weak G-centre peak intensities fell quickly and disappeared at 100 K . The 
W-centre peak was also observed at 80 K but disappeared at 90 K. 
The C-centre peak is dominating the sample implanted with 2×1019 cm-3 of carbon and 5×1013 
cm-2 of protons as shown in Figure 4-18. Prior to the ion implantation, the sample was pre-
amorphised with 2×1015 cm-2 of Germanium. The C-centre peak intensities decreased slowly and 
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finally disappeared at 200 K. The G-centre peak however, decreases rather sharply and 
eventually disappeared at 120 K.  
 
Figure 4-18 shows a) the PL spectra of the sample with different measurement temperature from 80 to 200 K 
and b) the luminescence intensity of the main peaks for the pre-amorphised sample with 2×1019 cm-3 of 
carbon and 5×1013 cm-2 protons. The highest peak of this sample is at 1574 nm (C center) whose intensity 
decreases gradually with temperature but started to decrease rapidly at 100K. 
 
As a conclusion, the rate of quenching between pre-amorphised and crystalline samples are 
similar, with the intensity rapidly decreased from 80 to 90 K. There are a few broad peaks that do 
not quench rapidly with temperature, but this result will not be discussed further as the main 
objective of this research is to gain sharp emission line from the point-defect. 
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4.3 COMPARISON OF PL MEASUREMENTS OF SILICON-ON-INSULATOR (SOI) 
AND BULK SILICON SAMPLES  
 
4.3.1 Introduction  
Previous PL measurements show that the luminescence intensity of the G-centre emission varies 
with the implant conditions such as the carbon and proton doses. The next critical step is to 
transfer this new technology to the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform to provide the optical 
confinement as the result of a very large refractive index contrast between the Si and SiO2 for 
future amplifier and laser structures. Furthermore, SOI wafers are now the main material used in 
CMOS technology because of their attractive quality of improving the device performance for 
the same device dimensions as in bulk Si substrates. Therefore, the transfer of light technology 
from bulk to SOI platform is crucial for future integration of electronics and photonics industry.  
 
In this section, we compare the G-centre’s peak intensity between the SOI and bulk silicon 
samples. Next temperature dependence measurement will be carried out and finally, the SOI and 
bulk samples will be annealed at different temperature and PL measurements will be taken 
afterwords. 
 
4.3.2 Sample preparation 
The samples were the n-type silicon and p-type silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers. All of the 
samples were implanted with carbon, first at 30 keV with dose of 4×1013 cm-2 and followed by 
implantation at 10 keV at carbon dose of 1.1×1013 cm-2. The doping was done using a 1090 
Danfysik ion implanter in the Ion Beam Centre, university of Surrey. The carbon concentration 
after both implantations is 4×1018 cm-3 calculated using SUSPRE software[89]. All implantations 
were carried out at 7° from normal to minimize the channeling effects. The samples were further 
annealed at high temperature (1000 ºC for 20 seconds) using rapid thermal processing step with 
continuing flow of pure N2 gas.  
 
Proton irradiations on the samples were done by implanting hydrogen ions (H+) with 2 MV Van 
De Graff ion accelerator at the University of Surrey Ion Beam Centre. The doses of protons were 
3×1013 and 1×1014 H+ cm-2 with implanting energy of 2 MeV. Unirradiated samples both from 
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bulk silicon and SOI samples were kept for reference. PL measurements were carried out at 
different temperatures. The details of implantation are given in Table 1 
 
Sample 1st Carbon Implant  
(ions/cm2) 
2nd Carbon 
Implant  
(ions/cm2) 
Carbon Vol. 
concentration 
(cm-3) 
Proton Fluence 
(ions/cm2) 
B1 / S1 4×1013 1.1×1013 4×1018 - 
B2 / S2 4×1013 1.1×1013 4×1018 3×1013 
B3 / S3 4×1013 1.1×1013 4×1018 1×1014 
 
Table 4-1 Sample details. The first carbon implant was at 30 keV and the second implant at 10 keV. All 
samples were annealed at 1000 ºC for 20 s after the C implants. The average carbon volume concentrations 
were calculated using SUSPRE[89]. Proton irradiation was performed at 2 MeV after the C post-implant 
anneal. No further sample processing was done after the proton irradiation. The samples are labeled 
according to the processing conditions: B for bulk silicon and S for SOI substrates. 
 
 
4.3.3 PL results of both bulk silicon and SOI samples 
Figure 4-19 shows the photoluminescence (PL) intensity for bulk and SOI samples at different 
doses of protons. All of the samples have been implanted with 4×1018 cm-3 of carbon before 
irradiation take place. All of the samples possess a sharp peak luminescence at the G-centre 
wavelength, 1.28 μm except for the samples without the proton irradiation. The broader 
structured luminescence from 1.3 to 1.4 μm observed in both spectra is a familiar feature of the 
G-line spectra resulting from local phonon modes. The absence of the G-centre in samples 
without proton irradiation is expected as the damage cause by the irradiation is vital in producing 
more silicon interstitials which will knock the carbon substitutional out from their lattice site and 
consequently forming the G-centre complex. Without the irradiation, the silicon bandgap 
luminescence peak dominates the spectrum at 1130 nm. 
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Figure 4-19 Photoluminescence spectra, observed at 80 K, of SOI (S) and bulk silicon (B) samples implanted 
to 4×1018 C cm-3 followed by proton irradiation at 3×1013cm-2 and 1×1014 H+ cm-2 (sample B2, S2 and B3, S3 
respectively) at energy of 2MeV. Two samples both from bulk silicon and SOI wafers (B1, S1) were kept 
without the proton irradiation. The spectrum is dominated by the sharp G-centre line emission centered at 
1.28 μm except for the samples without proton irradiation in which only the silicon band-edge emission at 
~1.1 μm is observed 
 
The proton irradiation at 1×1014 cm-2 gives higher G-centre’s peak intensities for both bulk 
silicon and SOI samples than the irradiation at 3×1013 cm-2. This is expected as higher proton 
dose results in higher silicon interstitials which are vital in forming the G-centre complex. 
Generally, the G-centre’s peak in the bulk samples is higher than in SOI with the same implant 
condition. However, the peak is still exceptionally high in the SOI samples. Another zero phonon 
line luminescence feature is observed at ~1.57 μm in both bulk silicon samples and is attributed 
to the carbon-oxygen (CiOi) complex (C-line). However, the C-centre peak is completely missing 
in both SOI samples.  
 
It can be assumed that absence of the C-centre is because of two reasons; first, the probability of 
the carbon to interact with silicon interstitials to form the G-centre complex is much higher than 
to interact with oxygen in SOI and second, that oxygen concentration in the SOI wafer is very 
low thus reducing the efficiency to form the C-centre. The absence of the C-centre means that 
the G-centre complex does not have to compete with other optically active carbon related centre. 
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The result is important in determining the next direction of this project that is to fabricate the 
lasing structure utilizing the carbon and proton irradiation technique on an SOI platform.   
 
4.3.4 Temperature dependence measurement on SOI sample 
Temperature dependence measurements were carried out on the SOI sample that has the highest 
intensity with 1×1014 cm-2 protons to investigate the effect of temperature with the G-centre’s 
peak existence. Sample has been measured with four different temperatures inside the cryostat 
from 80 to 110 K. Figure 4-20 shows the PL response for the sample with different cryogenic 
temperature. The G-centre peak intensity is at the highest at 80 K but subsequently quenches to 
almost third of its original value at 90 K. The peak intensity continues to quench and almost 
disappear at 110 K. The results show that the G-centre complexes in SOI activate at a very 
similar manner with bulk silicon. 
 
Figure 4-20 Photoluminescence spectra of SOI sample S3 (4×1018 C cm-3 irradiated with 1×1014 H+ cm-2) 
which were measured at temperature ranges from 80 to 110 K. 
 
4.3.5 PL measurements of the post-anneal, bulk and SOI sample 
 
One of the main concerns before proceeding to the next stage of fabricating the LED structure on 
the SOI platform, is the effect of temperature on the formation of the G-centre complex. It is 
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known that the G-centre can be destroyed by annealing at T > 250 ºC [50]. However, the 
destruction of the G-centre in SOI samples has yet to be confirmed. In order to investigate the 
effect of temperature, both SOI and bulk wafers implanted with 4×1018 cm-3 of carbon and 
1×1014 cm-2 of proton were prepared into 16 samples each to be annealed at temperature ranges 
from 125 to 375 ºC for 5 minutes. The full results are given in Appendix 8-1 and 8-2.  
 
Figure 4-21 Showing the a) The G-centre peak intensity b) Integrated area for both bulk silicon and SOI 
sample which have been implanted with 4×1018 cm-3 of carbon and 1×1014 cm-2 of proton. Each sample was 
annealed at temperature ranges from 125 to 400 ºC. Both bulk and SOI samples without post-annealing from 
previous measurements are the ref (reference) samples. 
 
Figure 4-21a shows the G-centre’s peak intensity for both bulk silicon and SOI samples at 
different annealing temperatures. The G-centre peak intensity of the bulk silicon at 150 ºC has 
decreased by half compared to the same sample without annealing (reference sample). However, 
the same annealing temperature gives different result to SOI sample with the G-centre peak 
intensity increases to almost half of the non-annealed sample. As predicted, the G-centre peak of 
the bulk silicon samples started to decrease when annealed at T > 250 ºC, and completely 
disappeared at 300 ºC. The highest peak intensity of SOI is ~800 (a.u.) when annealed at 125 ºC. 
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The measurements have been repeated for three times to make sure no human or machine error 
effecting the final results. After 225 ºC, the peak intensity of SOI samples start to decrease 
before the G-centre peak disappeared at 350 ºC. It is observed that SOI samples have much 
higher G-centre intensity than bulk silicon after the annealing. The overall result shows that the 
optically active G-centre, has better survivability in SOI rather than in bulk silicon samples. 
Furthermore, SOI samples have higher integrated area than the bulk silicon for most of the 
annealing temperature as shown in Figure 4-21b. The integrated area follows almost identically 
the same trend as the G-centre peak intensity for both SOI and bulk silicon. However, SOI 
samples show a dramatic increase at T > 400 ºC due to the formation of other point defect centre 
which will be explained in detail in Figure 4-22. 
 
The bombardment of proton onto the silicon lattice has also created other radiative optical 
centres such as the silicon interstitials, W-centre and carbon-oxygen, C-centre which give 
luminescence at 1220 and 1570 nm respectively. The W-centre is attributed to self-interstitials 
defect clusters formed after ion irradiations. The presence of the W-line indicates the existence of 
an excess of silicon interstitials created after the proton irradiation, which compete to form 
various silicon-related radiative and non-radiative centres, including the W- and G-centres.  
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Figure 4-22 Comparison between the competing optically active G (1.28 μm), C (1.57 μm), and W (1.20 μm) 
as a function of the annealing temperature for a) SOI and b) bulk silicon samples. 
 
Figure 4-22a shows the comparison between three optically active centres, the G, C and W 
centres in SOI samples. The carbon-oxygen C-centre, only starts to appear albeit insignificant to 
the other centres when the sample is annealed at 275 ºC and above before disappearing again at 
375 ºC. The results proved that there is little or no competition between the G-centre and C-
centre in the SOI platform. The W-centre, attributed to only silicon interstitials, starts to appear 
in the SOI sample when annealed at 175 ºC and above. It can be seen that W-centre peak is 
steadily appearing in the samples even when the G-centre peak is no longer observable. The 
reason of this is the silicon interstitials are activated and more likely to aggregate with each other 
than with substitutional carbon after annealing at higher annealing temperature. By annealing the 
sample at higher temperature, the W-centre luminescence starts to dominate the spectrum. The 
W-centre peak starts to increase rapidly at T > 250 ºC. By comparison, W-centre peak intensity 
in SOI is increasing rapidly with temperature compared to the same peak in bulk silicon samples. 
This is because in SOI, silicon interstitials are trapped within the thin top part of the silicon 
where the possibility to complex with each other is higher than in bulk silicon. 
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Figure 4-22b shows the similar comparison but on the bulk silicon samples. The C-centre 
luminescence is steadily present in the samples up until 425 ºC. There is also a competition 
between the G-centre and C-centre at 275 ºC when the intensity of both centres are almost the 
same. The C-centre starts to dominate the spectrum when annealed at 275 ºC and above in which 
the G-centre peak is no longer appear. As in SOI samples, the W-centre peak is observed at 175 
ºC and continue to increase gradually. 
 
4.4 SUMMARY 
 
In this chapter, the study of photoluminescence on silicon samples after carbon implantation and 
high energy proton irradiation have been extensively studied. These PL measurements covered 
samples with and without pre-amorphisation. While the initial hypothesis was the pre-
amorphised samples will have better G-centre’s complex formation, samples without pre-
amorphisation step emit a much higher G-centre’s peak intensity. The carbon and protons doses 
were varied to get the optimized condition for the G-centre formation. Other radiative point 
defects such as the C and W centres have also been found depending on the condition of the 
implantation. 
 
As expected, the optically active point defect centres especially the G-centre suffer terribly from 
thermal quenching. The G-centre’s peak can only be seen up until around 120 K. PL 
measurements at temperature lower than 80 K will be presenting on other set of samples in 
Chapter 6.  
 
We have also investigated the presence of the G-centre in both bulk silicon and SOI wafer by 
implanting in them the optimized carbon and proton doses obtained from previous experiments. 
The G-centre’s luminescence present in the SOI sample is proven to be highly comparable with 
the high intensity in the bulk silicon samples. Furthermore, the C-centre luminescence is 
completely missing in the SOI’s PL spectrum which means that the competition between G and 
C-centre is very little or almost missing. However, the G-centre still suffers from the quenching 
problem as previously reported in bulk silicon samples.  
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The SOI and bulk silicon samples have also been post-annealed at different temperature after the 
proton irradiation to observe the effect of the temperature on the formation of the G and other 
related optically active centres. The results are very promising with G-centre luminescence 
intensity is increasing with the annealed temperature before going down again at 250 ºC for SOI 
samples. The result is of great importance for the next step in this project which is the fabrication 
of the LED for electroluminescence measurements (Chapter 6). 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
5 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE G-CENTRE  
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In this chapter, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) techniques were used along with the photoluminescence measurement to 
correlate the optical and structural properties of the G-centre formed by the carbon implantation 
and high energy ion irradiation. Photoluminescence measurements were carried out on 
crystalline and pre-amorphised silicon samples implanted with different doses of carbon and 
protons. Pre-amorphisation of the silicon substrate was achieved by Ge implantation prior to the 
C implantation. RBS and RBS channelling experiments were performed to analyse the damage 
distribution caused by the silicon interstitials and to quantify defect production due to the carbon 
and high energy proton implantation, respectively. TEM was also utilized to characterize the 
type and composition of damage present in the samples. Most of the results in this chapter have 
been published in an established journal[97]. 
 
5.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION  
N-type silicon wafers (100) with resistivity of ~10 Ω cm-1 and manufacturer specified residual C 
concentration of 2.5×1016 cm-3 were double implanted with different carbon doses, first at 30 
keV and followed by a second implantation at 10 keV. The double implantations were used to 
form a flat carbon profile thus ensuring better uniformity of carbon concentration along the depth 
of samples. The carbon volume concentration after both implantations ranged from 2×1018 to 
2×1020 cm-3 calculated using SUSPRE[89]. Samples were also fabricated by C implantation into 
Si substrates pre-amorphised with 2×1015 Ge cm-2 implanted at 180 keV. After the C 
implantation, samples were annealed at 1000 ºC for 20 seconds in N2 ambient to repair the lattice 
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damage and to introduce the carbon into the substitutional sites. Proton irradiation of the 
annealed samples was subsequently carried out at fluences of either 5×1012 cm-2, 5×1013 cm-2 or  
 5×1015 cm-2 at 2 MeV. A non-implanted silicon wafer was kept as a reference. Details of the 
samples are given in Table 5-1. 
 
Sample Ge dose 
(cm-2) 
Carbon first implant 
dose, C1  
(cm-2) 
Carbon second 
implant dose, C2  
(cm-2) 
Carbon volume 
concentration 
(cm-3) 
Proton dose 
(cm-2) 
A0 2×1015 2×1015 5.5×1014 2×1020 - 
A03 2×1015 2×1015 5.5×1014 2×1020 5×1013 
A05 2×1015 2×1015 5.5×1014 2×1020 5×1015 
C83 - 2×1013 5.5×1012 2×1018 5×1013 
C93 - 2×1014 5.5×1013 2×1019 5×1013 
C03 - 2×1015 5.5×1014 2×1020 5×1013 
C0 - 2×1015 5.5×1014 2×1020 N/A 
C02 - 2×1015 5.5×1014 2×1020 5×1012 
C05 - 2×1015 5.5×1014 2×1020 5×1015 
Si_Ref - - - - - 
Table 5-1 Sample details. All pre-amorphised samples were implanted with Ge at 180 keV prior to the C 
implantation. The first carbon implant (C1) was at 30 keV and the second implant (C2) at 10 keV. All samples 
were annealed at 1000 ºC for 20 seconds after the C implants. The average carbon volume concentrations 
were calculated using SUSPRE[89]. Proton irradiation was performed at 2 MeV after the C post-implant 
anneal. No further sample processing was done after the proton irradiation. The samples are labeled 
according to the processing conditions: C for crystalline and A for pre-amorphised Si substrates; 8, 9 and 0 
for 1018, 1019 and 1020 C cm-3, respectively; 2, 3 and 5 for proton irradiation at 1012, 1013 and 1015 H+ cm-2, 
respectively. 
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PL measurements were performed at 80 K across the 1.0-1.7 μm spectral region with samples 
mounted in a continuous flow liquid N2 cryostat. The PL was excited by an Ar-ion laser line at 
514.5 nm at a power density of ~5 mW mm-2. 
RBS analysis was performed using 1.285 MeV 4He+ ion beam and a beam current of ~20 nA. 
The spectral plots show the normalised backscattered yield collected from the two surface barrier 
detectors placed at 148.2º and 172.8º scattering angles. Depth profiles used in this work can be 
extracted automatically from RBS spectra using the Surrey IBA Data Furnace software[86], the 
accuracy of which has been validated against a certified standard sample[98]. TEM and XTEM 
(cross-sectional TEM) analysis were done using Philips EM400T and CM200 electron 
microscopes, operated at 120 and 200 kV, respectively. Both cross-sectional and plan-view 
specimens of all samples were prepared using low-angle argon ion-beam thinning at 5 keV. 
 
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Figure 5-1 shows the photoluminescence spectra of pre-amorphised samples implanted to 2×1020 
C cm-3 volume concentration followed by proton irradiation at 5×1013 cm-2 (sample A03) and 
5×1015 cm-2 (sample A05). The G-centre’s peak at 1280 nm is present in both samples with the 
highest intensity being observed in sample A03. The irradiation with protons at the higher dose 
(sample A05) results in an excess of self-interstitials in the interstices which then compete to 
form different types of damage centres, thus lowering the G-centre peak intensity while 
developing a dominant, broad peak in the ~ 1400 to 1600 nm range. The broader structured 
luminescence from 1.3 to 1.4 μm observed in both spectra is a familiar feature of the G-line 
spectra resulting from local phonon modes.11 Another zero phonon line luminescence feature is 
observed at ~1.57 μm in the sample implanted with 5×1013 H+ cm-2 and is attributed to the 
carbon-oxygen (CiOi) complex (C-line).
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Figure 5-1 Photoluminescence spectra, observed at 80 K, of pre-amorphised silicon samples A03 and A05 
(2×1020 C cm-3 irradiated with 5×1013 and 5×1015 H+ cm-2, respectively). 
 
Figure 5-2 shows the RBS channelling spectra along the [001] Si direction for the same samples 
of Figure 5-1 as well as a channelled spectrum of a virgin silicon sample (reference sample). The 
reference sample shows the good quality of the silicon crystal. The peak observed around 
channel 120 in all samples is related to a small oxide layer (~2 nm for the reference and ~4 nm 
for the implanted samples) on the samples surface. Both pre-amorphised samples have a damage 
profile with higher yield than the reference sample, located immediately behind the surface Si 
peak. The damage yield comes from the radiation damage, mainly from Si atoms that are 
displaced from their lattice positions in collision cascades induced by the irradiation. The 
similarity of damage level observed in both proton irradiated samples, at 5×1013 and 5×1015 cm-2, 
indicates that the proton dose does not significantly affect the total damage created after the 
proton irradiation. The silicon interstitial yield at channel number ~160 in Figure 5-2 shows an 
increase for both proton irradiated samples when compared to the reference sample. The 
dislocation network resulting from the end of range (EOR) damage created by Ge implant can be 
seen clearly in both samples starting at channel number ~150. Therefore, it is possible to 
determine the location of the end of range damage by extracting the Si depth profiles, as shown 
in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-2 RBS channelling spectra of pre-amorphised samples A03 and A05 (2×1020 C cm-3 irradiated with 
5×1013 and 5×1015 H+ cm-2, respectively), and of a virgin silicon (Si_Ref). 
 
The end-of-range (EOR) defects are observed at a depth of 200 nm as seen in Figure 5-3. These 
defects are due to supersaturation of interstitials below the former amorphous/crystalline (a/c) 
interface after solid phase epitaxial regrowth. The EOR defects are confirmed by the TEM 
analysis carried out in a pre-amorphised C sample that was not proton irradiated, shown in 
Figure 5-4. The EOR defects can be clearly seen around 200 nm depth. Thus, the mean depth 
values of EOR defects that was calculated from RBS spectra is in good agreement with those 
obtained from the TEM analysis. Ge implantation at 180 keV resulted in an a/c interface at ~127 
nm depth, calculated using SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter); therefore the EOR 
defects at ~200 nm depth remain below the former a/c interface. 
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Figure 5-3 Extracted Si depth profiles for the same samples A03 and A05 shown in Figure 2. End-of-range 
damage can be seen starting at ~200 nm depth. 
 
Figure 5-4 Bright-field XTEM image taken along [110] Si of a pre-amorphised sample implanted with carbon 
to a volume concentration of 2×1020 cm-3 (sample A0). The end of range dislocation network damage is seen at 
a depth of ~200 nm. 
 
Photoluminescence spectra, measured at 80 K, of samples without the pre-amorphisation stage 
are presented in Figure 5-5. Samples were implanted with carbon to volume concentrations 
ranging from 2×1018 cm-3 to 2×1020 cm-3 and then irradiated with 5×1013 H+ cm-2 (samples C83, 
C93, C03). The PL spectrum of a sample implanted to 2×1020 C cm-3 but irradiated with 5×1015 
H+ cm-2 is also shown (sample C05).  
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Figure 5-5 Photoluminescence spectra observed at 80 K of crystalline samples implanted to 2×1018, 2×1019 and 
2×1020 C cm-3 irradiated with 5×1013 H+ (samples C83, C93 and C03, respectively),  and of a sample implanted 
to 2×1020 C cm-3 irradiated with 5×1015 H+ cm-2 (sample C05). The silicon band-edge emission at ~1.1 m is 
absent in all spectra. 
 
The highest G-centre emission was observed in the sample implanted to 2×1019 C cm-3 (sample 
C93). All the samples except sample C05 (irradiated with the highest proton dose) have similar 
PL features, with the G-centre dominating the spectrum. Sample C05 spectrum consists of a 
broad peak in the ~1400 to 1600 nm range, similar to the pre-amorphised sample irradiated at the 
same proton fluence (sample A05). The CiOi C-centre is observed in all samples except C05. The 
C-centre is due to carbon interaction with residual oxygen present in the substrate which initially 
competes with the G-centre formation but saturates once the oxygen is fully complexed. A weak 
W-centre whose zero phonon photoluminescence peak is located at 1220 nm is observed in 
sample C05. The W-centre is attributed to self-interstitials defect clusters formed after ion 
irradiations. The presence of the W-line indicates the existence of an excess of silicon 
interstitials created after the proton irradiation, which compete to form various silicon-related 
radiative and non-radiative centres, including the W- and G-centres. 
 
Similar to pre-amorphised samples, RBS analysis was used to investigate the role of proton 
irradiation in the damage created and on the concentration of self-interstitials in the crystalline 
samples. Figure 5-6 shows the RBS channelling spectra of the same crystalline samples used for 
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the PL measurements discussed above. As anticipated from the PL results, the sample with the 
highest G-centre’s peak intensity exhibits the highest damage yield. The PL and RBS results are 
consistent with the G-centre’s peak intensity being proportional to the damage distribution and 
number of self-interstitials in the samples, especially for samples C83 and C93 which show 
increasing amounts of damage distributed through the channel. Highest silicon interstitial yield is 
observed in sample C93 implanted to 2×1019 C cm-3 followed by 5×1013 H+ cm-2 irradiation. We 
suggest that, at the implant energies used here, these carbon and proton doses are the optimum 
ones to achieve the highest G-centre luminescence.  
Implanting higher doses of carbon or proton will only result in the accumulation of excess silicon 
interstitials which consequently form clusters with each other, thus lowering the probability of 
forming the G-centre complex. However, RBS results for samples C03 and C05, implanted to the 
highest carbon volume concentration (2×1020 cm-3), do not show a significant difference of 
silicon damage yield compared to the reference sample. These two samples have increasing 
amounts of damage distributed through the layer with no well defined layer causing 
dechannelling. The dechannelling in the initial (rather thin) layer apparently causes continued 
dechannelling in the bulk of the substrate, indicating a distributed dislocation network. 
 
Figure 5-6 RBS channelling spectra of crystalline samples implanted to 2×1018, 2×1019 and 2×1020 C cm-3 
irradiated with 5×1013 H+ (samples C83, C93 and C03, respectively), and of a sample implanted to 2×1020 C 
cm-3 irradiated with 5×1015 H+ cm-2 (sample C05). The spectrum of the virgin Si (Si_Ref) is also shown. 
 
The degree of apparent damage present in each sample can be determined by calculating the 
silicon interstitial yield with respect to the reference silicon sample using the RBS data shown in 
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Figures 5-2 and 5-6. The value of the silicon interstitial yield is the difference between the area 
under the curves of an implanted sample and the virgin (reference) sample, calculated from 
channel 160 to 180. Table 5-2 shows the silicon interstitial yield for samples C83, C93, C03, 
C05, A03 and A05, as well as the percentage of apparent damage (excess over the silicon 
reference) present in each sample. Sample C93 has the highest apparent damage in the modified 
layer and also gives the strongest emission at 1.28 µm implying that this sample has the highest 
concentration of silicon interstitials which is essential in the formation of the G-centre complex. 
The lowest silicon yield is in sample C05 (highest carbon and proton doses). In this case, it is 
possible that the excess silicon interstitials resulted from the proton irradiation may have 
accumulated and formed the non-radiative defect centres. We note that both the highest and 
lowest silicon yields are from samples without pre-amorphisation. Samples C03, A03, C05 and 
A05, all implanted to 2×1020 C cm-3, show that pre-amorphised samples give more silicon yield 
compared to samples without pre-amorphisation, thus suggesting that pre-amorphisation can 
enhance the formation of silicon interstitials in samples implanted with high carbon dose. 
Sample C83 C93 C03 A03 C05 A05 
Si yield 1863 4681 740 1452 287 1168 
Excess over 
Si_Ref(%) 
16.6 41.7 6.6 12.9 2.6 10.4 
Table 5-2 Summary of the silicon interstitials yield and the degree of apparent damage (excess over the silicon 
reference) present in each sample. The yield was determined by calculating the difference between the area 
under the curve (channels 160 to 180) of an implanted sample and the reference sample. The yield is directly 
proportional to the damage in the samples. 
 
Figure 5-7 shows the TEM results of two crystalline samples implanted to 2×1020 C cm-3. One 
sample was irradiated with 5×1012 H+ cm-2 (sample C02) while the other was used as a reference 
and not irradiated (sample C0). The results of the TEM analysis revealed that carbon 
implantation at a very high dose is capable of producing a sufficient amount of interstitials which 
subsequently form dislocation loops in the silicon lattice structure at the mid range of the carbon 
implant.  
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The images were taken with the e-beam aligned along [110] in cross-section and [001] in plan-
view (Fig 5-7). These are the conditions when the loops appear in the imaging mode. If the 
samples were tilted off these axises, the loops disappear, thus no image of the loops can be seen 
from the TEM. That is the proof that they are dislocation loops, their appearance and 
disappearance as you tilt the sample. If there was something else instead of dislocation loops (eg. 
some dirt on the sample, inclusions, etc.) they would not behave in that way, you would be able 
to see them under any conditions, regardless of sample tilt or rotation[99]. 
However, there is not a significant difference in the carbon induced dislocation loops density 
present in samples with and without the proton irradiation. This suggests that proton irradiation 
is not a major factor in the formation of the dislocation loops at higher carbon doses, as most of 
the interstitials were formed and agglomerated with each other after the carbon implant and 
subsequent anneal.  
 
Figure 5-7 Bright-field XTEM images taken along [110] Si and plan-view images taken close to [001] Si of (a) 
crystalline sample implanted with carbon to a volume concentration of 2×1020 cm-3 (sample C0) and (b) of a 
crystalline sample implanted to the same C volume concentration and irradiated with 2 MeV protons at 
5×1012 cm-2 (sample C02). The carbon induced dislocation loops are clearly seen in both samples at a depth of 
~100 nm. 
 
There were also no dislocation loops found in the pre-amorphised sample implanted with the 
same carbon concentration (Figure 5-4). This opens up a new promising method of producing 
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efficient luminescence in silicon structures which combines the dislocation engineering and point 
defect method[12]. 
5.4 SUMMARY 
 
RBS channelling and TEM experiments have been carried out to analyse carbon and proton 
irradiated silicon samples in order to explain and support the results of photoluminescence 
measurements. The analysis reveals that the silicon interstitials generated after proton irradiation 
are an essential factor in forming the G-centre complex. The highest silicon yield is found in 
samples without pre-amorphisation, consistent with the highest G-centre luminescence found in 
these samples. Pre-amorphisation influences the formation of damage by reducing the efficiency 
of the proton irradiation. However, at higher carbon dose, pre-amorphisation does appear to 
contribute to creating a higher silicon yield for the formation of the G-centre. 
We have also found that dislocation loops can be formed after carbon implantation and a 
subsequent anneal. Dislocation loops can be used to enable efficient luminescence in silicon and 
reduce or eliminate the thermal quenching. By combining carbon implantation and high energy 
proton irradiation to form the G-centre with the controlled introduction of dislocation loops using 
either boron or carbon, it may be possible to obtain high intensity luminescence from the G-
centre at high operating temperatures. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS II; INTRODUCTION OF DISLOCATION 
LOOPS AND DEVICE FABRICATION 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In this following chapter, we investigate the introduction of boron to create a p-n junction and 
dislocation loops in bulk silicon samples with the G-centre point defect. The temperature 
dependence measurements have also been carried out to compare the samples with and without 
boron. Next, Aluminium ohmic contacts were deposited on the samples to prepare the samples 
for electroluminescence (EL). Prior to the EL measurements, the I-V measurements were carried 
out.  
 
6.2 PREPARATION OF SILICON SAMPLES 
 
N-type silicon wafers (100) with resistivity of ~ 10 Ω cm-1 and manufacturer-specified residual 
carbon content of 2.5×1016 cm−3 were implanted with different dose of carbon with one wafer 
(W1) was kept undoped for reference. Second wafer (W2) was implanted with 4×1013 cm-2 of 
carbon at 30 keV. The third, fourth and fifth wafer (W3, W4 and W5) were double implanted 
first with 4×1013 cm-2 of carbon at 30 keV followed by 1.1×1013 cm-2 of carbon at 10 keV. The 
final volume concentration of carbon in the carbon implanted wafers is ~ 4×1018 cm-3 calculated 
using SUSPRE software[89]. The details of carbon implantation are given in Table 6-1. 
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Sample Implant 
Energy  
(keV) 
1st Carbon Implant  
(ions/cm2) 
2nd Carbon 
Implant  
(ions/cm2) 
Carbon Vol. 
concentration 
(cm-3) 
W1 - - - - 
W2 30 4×1013 - 4×1018 
W3, W4, W5 30,10 4×1013 1.1×1013 4×1018 
Table 6-1 Sample details. The first carbon implant was at 30 keV and the second implant at 10 keV. All 
samples were annealed at 1000 ºC for 20 s after the C implants. The average carbon volume concentrations 
were calculated using SUSPRE[89].  
 
Prior to the carbon implant, all of the wafers including W1 were back-implanted with arsenic as 
it will give n++-type substrate at the back of the samples thus guaranteed an ohmic contact with 
the aluminium at the back of the device. All implantations were carried out at 7° from normal to 
minimize the channeling effects. The samples were further annealed at high temperature (1000 
ºC for 20 seconds) using rapid thermal processing step with continuing flow of pure N2 gas. This 
is to allow the solid phase epitaxial growth of silicon, repair the lattice damage to the crystals and 
activate the implanted carbon and As+ atoms.  
The next step is to implant boron which is used both to introduce the dislocation loop array and 
as the p-type dopant to form a p–n junction in an n-type silicon substrate [2, 12, 83]. The wafers 
(1-6) were implanted with 1×1015 cm-2 at either 10 or 30 keV B. Some fractions of the wafers 
were kept undoped for PL measurements to compare the G-centre peak intensity with and 
without boron implantation. The B doped samples were then annealed at 950 ºC for 1 minute in 
N2 ambients to form the dislocation loop arrays and activate the dopants.  
After implantation and annealing, ohmic contacts consisting of Al were applied to the back and 
front of the sample respectively. The ohmic contacts were sintered at 360 ºC for 2 min. The front 
and back contact’s area were 1 and 2 mm in diameter respectively. Proton irradiation of the 
annealed samples was subsequently carried out at 1×1014 cm-2 at 2 MeV. The metallization had 
to be done prior to proton irradiation because the G-centres are known to be annealed away at T 
> 250 ºC as proven in section 4.3.5. The diagram of the process is given in Figure 6-1. 
PL measurements were performed at a range of 10 to 80 K across the 1.0–1.7 µm spectral region 
with samples mounted in a continuous flow liquid helium cryostat. The 532 nm line of a CW 
laser was used for excitation. The excitation power was 150 mW and the beam spot size was 1.5 
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mm in diameter. Current–voltage (I–V) measurements were made between the back and front 
contacts to check that the device is behaving as a diode. The experimental setup for 
electroluminescence is in part similar to the PL setup. Samples were clipped to the sample holder 
by its top and bottom contacts that lead to an external function generator capable of driving 
current of up to ~ 200 mA. The sample holder was inserted into a cryostat with windows where 
EL was focused by a converging lens onto the spectrometer. The details of the process to prepare 
samples and measurement are given in section 3.6.2 and 3.6.3. 
 
Figure 6-1 The process flow diagram for silicon samples to introduce the G-centre defect along with the 
dislocation loops. Boron was used to introduce the dislocation loops on the samples. 
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6.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN BORON DOPED AND UNDOPED SAMPLES 
 
Temperature dependence measurements were carried out on two samples of the same carbon and 
proton profiles (from W3) with one sample doped with boron. Details of both samples are given 
in Table 6-2. 
Sample 1st Carbon Implant 
(ions/cm2) 
2nd Carbon 
Implant 
(ions/cm2) 
Boron Implant 
(ions/cm2) 
Proton dose 
(ions/cm2) 
W3A 4×1013 1.1×1013 1×1015 1.1×1013 
W3B 4×1013 1.1×1013 - 1.1×1013 
Table 6-2 Sample details. The first carbon implant was at 30 keV and the second implant at 10 keV. All 
samples were annealed at 1000 ⁰C for 20 s after the C implants. Boron was then implanted at 10 keV. Proton 
irradiation was performed at 2 MeV after the boron implant. No further sample processing was done after 
the proton irradiation.  
 
The first set of PL measurements was performed on both samples at a range of 10 to 80 K in a 
continuous flow liquid helium cryostat with a slidwidth of 100 µm. Slidwidth used is narrower to 
improve the resolution so an accurate linewidth is measured at lower temperature.  
Figure 6-2a shows the PL spectra of sample W3A that has been implanted with boron. The 
highest intensity was observed at 50 K which then decreased steadily up until 80 K. The 
linewidth of G-centre peaks increased with temperature due to thermal broadening. The PL 
spectra of the sample without implanted boron, W3B is shown in Figure 6-2b. Unlike the sample 
implanted with boron, the highest intensity in this sample was observed at 30 K. However, it 
decreased drastically when the temperature approaching 70 K. The thermal broadening effect 
was less significant in the sample without boron but the linewidth of both samples are 
comparable at high temperature.  
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Figure 6-2 PL response of the G-centre’s peak at temperatures ranges from 10 to 80 K of sample a) implanted 
with Boron and b) sample without Boron 
 
The comparison of PL spectra between sample W3A and W3B at each temperature are given in 
Appendix 8-3. The peak intensity of significant W, G and C line of both samples are given in 
Figure 6-3. 
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Figure 6-3 The G, C and W centre PL peak intensity as a function of temperature for samples a) W3A 
(implanted with Boron) and b) sample W3B (no boron implanted). 
 
Both samples have strong C line intensity up to 40 K. The G-centre peaks starting to dominate 
the PL spectra up staring at 50 K up until 80 K. We believed that when temperature approaching 
50 K, the carbon interstitials that form the C complex (Ci-Oi) become highly mobile and knocked 
the silicon self-interstitials (I) from the lattice thus becoming substitutional and forming the G 
complex (Cs-I-Cs). The highest C line in the samples with Boron and without Boron are obtained 
at 20 and 30 K respectively. The W line is observed up until 60 K for both samples before 
disappearing. The comparison of the G-centre’s peak in both samples can be seen clearly in 
Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-4 G-center PL peak as a function of temperature for samples W3A (implanted with Boron) and 
sample W3B (no boron implanted).  
 
Sample without the implanted boron (W3B) have generally higher G-centre’s peak intensity as 
compared to the sample implanted with boron (W3A). However, the PL peak intensity in the 
former sample decreased drastically starting at 50 K up until 80 K. The sample with implanted 
boron has a more steady decreased where it began to have comparable intensity with W3B 
starting at 70 K. The implanted boron may have effect on the formation of the G-centre as boron 
and carbon (second implantation) were introduced into the silicon lattice at the same energy. 
This can caused reduction to the number of G-centre’s complex due to the competition with the 
boron atoms. However, boron will also assist in the formation of the dislocation loops in the 
silicon lattice that resulted in a more stable G-centre’s peak intensity with increasing 
temperature.  
In order to investigate the effect of the dislocation loops formation on the G-centre’s PL 
intensity, another set of PL were carried out on both samples at a set of temperatures higher than 
80 K in a continuous flow of liquid nitrogen cryostat. Prior to the measurement, the samples have 
been measured at 80 K to calibrate the data with the set of measurement in liquid helium 
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cryostat. The PL response for both samples are shown in Figure 6-
5.
 
Figure 6-5 PL response of the G-centre’s peak at temperatures ranges from 80 to 130 K of sample a) 
implanted with Boron and b) sample without Boron 
 
At temperature higher than 80 K, the peak intensity of the G-centre continues to quench with 
increasing temperature for both samples. Figure 6-6 shows the comparison of the G-centre’s 
peak intensity in both samples with increasing temperature.  
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By considering the lower intensity of G-centre’s peak in sample implanted with Boron compared 
to sample without the Boron, it confirms the role of the dislocation loops in reducing the effect of 
temperature quenching in optically active point defect centres, especially the G-centre. 
 
Figure 6-6 G-center PL peak as a function of temperature ranging from 80 to 130 K for samples W3A 
(implanted with Boron) and sample W3B (no boron implanted). 
 
Results from both experiments were then accumulated to investigate in depth the effect of 
introducing dislocation loops into the silicon lattice with optically active point defect centres. 
Figure 6-7 shows the G-centre’s peak intensity as a function of temperatures ranging from 10 to 
100 K after normalization with the G-centre’s intensity at 10 K for both samples as reference 
points. Normalization was done for both samples as we are interested in the internal change at 
each temperature and not in the absolute difference of both samples. 
The initial increase between 0 and 30 K for sample without boron agrees with the results 
published before [64]. This is attributed to the thermal ionisation of shallow exciton traps thus 
allowing the photon to be emitted at energetically deeper centres. However, the sample with 
implanted boron has initial increase between 0 and 50 K. By considering the future optimization 
of this hybrid technique, optically active point defect technique with the help of the dislocation 
loops has a better stability at higher temperature and does not quench with temperature as severe 
as when only the former technique is introduced. 
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Figure 6-7 The normalized G-centre’s peak intensity as functions of temperature ranging from 10 to 100 K 
for sample with and without Boron.  
 
Figure 6-8 shows the normalized G-centre for temperature ranging from 100 to 130 K. As 
expected from the sample introduced with the dislocation loops (implanted with Boron), the 
temperature quenching is lower in this sample. 
 
Figure 6-8 The normalized G-centre’s peak intensity as functions of temperature ranging from 100 to 130 K 
for sample with and without Boron.  
 
Temperature quenching of the G-centre emission at high temperatures in silicon platform has 
been well documented and can be modeled as [56, 63, 64]; 
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                                                                                      Eq 2-2 
 
The equation refers to a two-level system where the G-centre upper state can be thermally 
depopulated into a higher level with the energy difference between the G-centre upper state and 
the higher level  is given by the activation energy, Ea.  The prefactor C is considered the effective 
degeneracy between the upper G-centre state and the trapping levels.  I0 is the intensity of the 
centre at 50 K. By manipulating Eq 2-2, we obtained a linear equation; 
                                                                                                                 Eq 6-1 
Figure 6-9 is derived from the Eq 6-1. Both activation energy, Ea and the pre-factor C were 
obtained from the graph.  
 
Figure 6-9 The linear graph obtained from the Equation 2-2 showing the relation between the activation 
energy, Ea and pre-factor, C. 
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By using the data for temperature dependence before normalization, the value of Ea and C for 
both samples are given in Table 6-3. 
Sample Ea  
(meV) 
C  
 
W3A 85±3 4.8±0.1×106 
W3B 85±6 8.0±0.4×106 
Table 6-3 The activation energy, Ea and pre-factor C for sample W3A (implanted with boron) and W3B (no 
boron). 
 
From the above table, it can be conclude that both samples have the same activation energy, Ea. 
This value means that borons introduced into the silicon lattice enriched with the G-centre 
complex will not change the radiative reaction of the G-centre, but instead improve the 
temperature quenching problem. The significant different of both samples is the higher C value 
of the sample implanted with Boron and the difference in C is clearly genuine and significant. 
The value of Ea and C for the samples are well within range of previously reported in section 
2.5.3.1.  
 
6.4 ELECTROLUMINESCENCE (EL) MEASUREMENT 
 
Six samples were prepared to be used in PL, I-V and electroluminescence (EL) measurement. 
The condition of the samples are given in Table 6-3. Please refer to section 6.2 to obtain the 
details for each carbon, boron and proton implantation. 
 
Sample 1st Carbon Implant  
(30 keV) 
2nd Carbon Implant  
(10 keV) 
Boron Implant 
(cm-3) 
Proton Implant  
(2 MeV) 
W1_a - - ✓ - 
W1_b - - ✓ ✓ 
W2_a ✓ - ✓ - 
W2_b ✓ - ✓ ✓ 
W3_a ✓ ✓ ✓ - 
W3_b ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Table 6-3 The condition of samples prepared for the LED fabrication and EL measurements. 
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The fabrication of the LED devices for all the samples have been described in section 6.2. After 
the fabrication, PL measurements were carried out at 80 K using 130 mW laser excitation at 532 
nm. The results of the PL measurements are given in Figure 6-10. The PL spectra for each 
sample is as expected. The samples without proton implantation gave high peak intensity at 
silicon band edge luminescence with no G-centre peak present. This shows the high importance 
of the proton irradiation step in order to obtain G-centre luminescence. The G-centre 
luminescence was observed in all samples with proton irradiation steps. Samples double 
implanted with carbon gave the highest intensity of the G-centre peak. PL spectra for samples 
without the carbon implantation step, was dominated by broad luminescence ranging from 1400 
to 1700 nm with the highest peak at the C line. 
 
Figure 6-10 PL spectra measured at 80 K for samples implanted with Boron but at different carbon and 
proton implantation condition. Generally, the samples without the proton irradiation step, have high silicon 
band edge luminescence intensity with no G-centre’s peak observed. The G-centre’s peak was observed in all 
the samples with proton irradiation step. However, the sample without implanted carbon but irradiate with 
proton has broad luminescence ranges from 1400 to 1700 nm range and the highest peak observed at 1570 nm 
(the C line). 
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The I-V characteristics measurements were then carried out on all samples. At 80 K, for samples 
irradiated with protons, only W3_b (carbon implanted at 30 and 10 keV) shows a diode 
characteristics as shown in Figure 6-11. The other two samples show a highly resistant 
characteristic. However, the other samples without proton implantation have a good I-V 
characteristics as shown in Figure 6-12. 
 
Figure 6-11 The I-V characteristics measured at 80 K for sample (W3_b) double implanted with carbon, first 
at 30 keV and followed by 10 keV. The sample was then irradiated with protons at 2 MeV. Prior to proton 
irradiation, the sample was implanted with Boron at 10 keV. 
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Figure 6-12 The I-V characteristics measured at 80 K for sample W1_a (no carbon implanted), W2_a (carbon 
implanted at 30 keV) and W3_b (sample double implanted with carbon, first at 30 keV and followed by 10 
keV). The sample was then implanted with Boron at 10 keV. All of the samples are not irradiated with 
proton. 
 
The electroluminescence (EL) measurements were then carried out only on the samples with 
good I-V characteristics. Figure 6-13 shows the results from the samples without proton 
irradiation, W1_a, W2_a and W3_a where the measurements were done at 80 K with a current of 
25 mA. All the samples exhibits a sharp silicon band edge luminescence at ~ 1130 nm which are 
expected from the samples without proton irradiation.  
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Figure 6-13 The EL spectra measured at 80 K with a current of 25 mA for sample W1_a (no carbon 
implanted), W2_a (carbon implanted at 30 keV) and W3_b (sample double implanted with carbon, first at 30 
keV and followed by 10 keV). The sample was then implanted with Boron at 10 keV. All of the samples are 
not irradiated with proton. All of the samples exhibit a sharp silicon band edge luminescence at ~1130 nm. 
 
The most crucial element in this chapter is to gain EL spectra from the samples with the G-centre 
point defect centre. Out of the three samples that have been irradiated with silicon, only sample 
W3_b (double implanted with carbon) has exhibit the diode characteristics and consequently 
emit a sharp G-centre line when pumped with current.  
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Figure 6-14 The EL spectra measured at 80 K with a current of 5 mA for sample W3_b (sample double 
implanted with carbon, first at 30 keV and followed by 10 keV). The sample was then implanted with Boron 
at 10 keV. The sample exhibit a sharp G-centre peak. 
 
The measurement has been done at 80 K with a current of 5 mA. Figure 6-14 shows the EL 
spectra for sample W3_b which has been double implanted with carbon. The graph shows a 
sharp G-centre’s peak with FWHM of ~10 nm. The C line is not clearly seen in the spectra.  
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6.5 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
 
By acknowledging the capability of the dislocation engineering technique to produce an emission 
from silicon at room temperature, we have introduced the technique together with the optically 
active G-centre onto the silicon lattice. The dislocation loops were introduced by implanting 
boron at a specific dose and energy. The sample with the dislocation loops shows a better G-
centre peak intensity profile at higher temperature. There is still room for this integrated 
technique to be improved and thus carving the route to the efficient G-centre’s luminescene at 
room temperature. 
Six samples were then selected to be fabricated into a diode. However, out of the three samples 
that have been irradiated with proton, only one sample shows a good diode characteristics while 
the other two exhibit a highly resistance profile. We believe that the high energy protons 
irradiated into the samples will resulted in deep electron trap (trap electrons) and increase the 
resistivity of the sample. This will deactivate and causing immobility of the boron 
interstitials[100]. However, this problem can be improved in the future by irradiating the proton 
at lower energy into the silicon lattice. There is also evidence that by annealing the sample at > 
300 ºC, the deep traps will disappear while the shallow donors (which gives the n-type to the 
sample) emerge[101]. 
We have successfully fabricated a diode structure by using the optically active, G-centre 
technique that emit at 1280 nm. This results is crucial to show that the structure is capable to be 
electrically pumped and with subsequent improvement, the efficient laser structure of silicon 
emitting at room temperature by using G-centre’s technique can be realized.
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CHAPTER 7 
 
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
7.1 CONCLUSION 
 
The work in this thesis can be divided into three parts. The first part concentrated on a new 
technique to obtain the G-centre luminescence in silicon lattice followed by varying the 
parameters in order to get the optimized condition. The technique involved the double 
implantation of carbon, first at 30 keV followed by implant at 10 keV. The sample was then 
annealed at 1000 ºC for 20 seconds in N2 ambient to repair the lattice damage and to introduce 
the carbon into the substitutional sites. Proton irradiation of the annealed samples was 
subsequently carried out to eventually form the active the G-centre complexes in the silicon 
lattice. The optically active G-centre complex consists of two substitutional carbons and one 
silicon interstitials (Cs- Sii- Cs). The parameters that have been varied in this part of research 
were the pre-amorphization, concentration doses of carbon and proton and proton irradiation 
energy. Temperature dependence measurements were carried out and confirms the quenching 
effects suffered by the point defect luminescence. We also found out that the sample without the 
pre-amorphization step gave a significantly higher G-centre peak intensities. 
 
We have investigated and presented a new approach to incorporate high levels of the emissive G-
centre peaking sharply at 1282 nm. The absence of any competing silicon band-edge emission 
for even the lowest carbon concentrations once irradiated with protons directly evidences the 
highly efficient generation, in this work, of the G-centre compared with several of the previous 
approaches where the silicon band-edge emission still dominates by at least an order of 
magnitude [8, 62] or is of the same order [7] as the G-centre emission, indicating much lower 
concentrations of the G-centre was achieved. Significantly this technique utilizes fully ULSI 
technology compatible processes such as ion implantation and high temperature annealing. 
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The optimized condition of the parameters to form the G-centre, has been applied to SOI 
samples. First, samples were implanted with carbon at 30 keV with dose of 4×1013 cm-2  and 
followed by implantation at 10 keV at carbon dose of 1.1×1013 cm-2. Both implantations is 
4×1018 cm-3 calculated using SUSPRE software[89]. Proton irradiations on the surface of 
extremely promising with the G-centre peak luminescence in SOI is comparable to bulk silicon 
samples under the same condition. The PL spectra of the SOI consists of only the G line, with the 
C line missing. This is an important result as optical cavities on SOI will be required for making 
the laser devices. The SOI samples were then annealed at temperature ranges from 125 to 500 ºC 
for 5 minutes. We found that the post-annealing at certain temperature will increased the G-
centre peak intensity which can be useful during the fabrication process, where device treatment 
at high temperature is inevitable. 
 
The second part of the thesis dealt with the structural analysis of the bulk silicon samples 
enriched with the G-centre complex. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques were used along with the 
photoluminescence measurement to correlate the optical and structural properties of the G-centre 
formed by the carbon implantation and high energy ion irradiation. The analysis reveals that the 
silicon interstitials generated after proton irradiation are an essential factor in forming the G-
centre complex. Pre-amorphisation influences the formation of damage by reducing the 
efficiency of the proton irradiation. We have also found that dislocation loops can be formed 
after carbon implantation and a subsequent anneal. Dislocation loops can be used to enable 
efficient luminescence in silicon and reduce or eliminate the thermal quenching. 
 
The final part of this research concentrated on the comparison of samples with and without 
dislocation loops by carrying out the temperature dependence measurements. The dislocation 
loops were introduced into the samples by implanting borons at specific doses and energies 
obtained from the relevant previous work. The results are promising and with optimization of the 
technique to introduce the dislocation loops into the G-centre technique, the temperature 
quenching problem often related to the optically active point-defect centre, may be solved.  
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Next, six samples were chosen to undergo a device fabrication process to make LED devices. 
Three of the samples were irradiated with protons to form the G-centre’s complexes. However, 
only one out of the three samples behaved as a diode. All of the other samples without the proton 
irradiation have a good I-V characteristics. We believed that the proton irradiated into the 
samples after the boron activation, will cause the deep electron trap, thus reducing the efficiency 
of the activated boron in the silicon lattice. Electroluminescence (EL) measurement at 80 K were 
carried out for all of the samples with good diode characteristics. Results from the sample with 
the G-centre luminescence is the most crucial as it shows that by using the proposed technique in 
this research, luminescence from silicon is indeed possible when electrically pumped. This is an 
essential key result for the future research of the optically active point-defect especially the G-
centre towards the possibility of an electrically pumped, efficient silicon laser. 
 
As a final conclusion, we have succeeded in introducing the new technique to gain luminescence 
from the silicon that is totally compatible with the current CMOS technique. The technique 
involved ion implantation and rapid thermal annealing and gives luminescence at 1280 nm (the 
G-centre line). This wavelength is of great importance as it has similar value with the current 
wavelengths used in the optical communications. We have also transfered the technique onto the 
silicon-on-insulator (platform). The introduction of dislocation loops has improved the well-
known temperature quenching problem of the optically active point-defect centre. Finally, an 
electrically pumped, diode structure has successfully been build which determined the bright 
future towards the invention of the silicon based laser. 
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7.2 FUTURE WORKS 
 
There are a lot of improvements can be done to achieve optimum results of this G-centre 
technique. The annealing time and temperature after the carbon implant can be manipulated to 
investigate the effect on the formation of the G-centre. The energy of the double implanted 
carbon into the silicon can also be varied. In the last part of this research, we have found out that 
high energy proton irradiation will reduce the activation of the dopants which resulted in a highly 
resistive diode structure. A further study of proton irradiation energy on the silicon diode 
properties should be done to investigate and solve this issue. Other analysis such as spreading 
resistance profiling (SRP) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) can be employed to 
investigate further the behavior of the LED structure with the G-centre technique. 
 
Homewood et al have created a technique to measure the gain of samples fabricated on SOI 
wafers. The technique enables the measurement of low gain in short semiconductor waveguides. 
The waveguide is formed inside SOI wafers between the oxide interface and surface as a result 
of the high refractive index of silicon overlayer. The technique will be used for further 
investigation by measuring the absolute gain of the carbon-doped SOI samples. This will 
determine the ability of the samples to lase before the final fabrication stage. The configuration 
and measurement system are given in Figure 7-1 [102].  
 
Photoluminescence (PL) is excited within the waveguide at one end of the sample mounted in 
the cryostat by the 488 nm laser, while modulated by high frequency. The 532 nm laser which is 
modulated at lower frequency will pump the cavity as it passes through the waveguide to the 
other end of the sample. Two lock-in amplifiers connected in series will determined the output 
and change of the output of the photoluminescence[102]. 
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Figure 7-1 Schematic of optical gain measurement system. PL is excited by a probe laser at one end with 
modulation frequency of 96Hz. The light passes through the waveguide region and optically pumped by the 
pump laser at 514nm, modulated at 19Hz. The change in the probe PL, ΔPL is calculated by technique 
involving 2 lock-in amplifiers, with reference to the pump modulation frequency[102]. 
Finally, the optimized condition for carbon and proton irradiation in SOI should be used to 
design and demonstrate the electrically pumped laser structures. Standard ULSI tools such as ion 
implantation, photolithography, dry etching and oxide deposition will be used to fabricate stripe 
and rib waveguides on SOI wafers. The waveguide masks will be designed and prepared for the 
photolithography step in the fabrication of the structures. The fabrication itself will include 
photolithography steps followed by metal depositions and etches.  
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CHAPTER 8 
APPENDIX 
 
Figure 8-1 Bulk silicon samples annealed at 125 – 375 ºC for 5 minutes.  
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Figure 8-2 SOI samples annealed at 125 – 375 ºC for 5 minutes. Post-annealed was not carried out on 
reference sample (REF).  
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Figure 8-3 PL response of bulk silicon samples implanted with (B) and without (No B) boron at temperature 
ranging from 10 to 80 K.  
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